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In his Independence Day speech to the nation

from the ramparts of Red Fort on Monday,

Prime Minister Narendra Modi asked: “Can we

not pledge to get rid of everything in our

behaviour, culture and everyday life that

humiliates and demeans women?” On the same

day, in a decision that violates the letter and spirit

of the PM’s address that celebrated “naari

shakti”, a Gujarat government panel approved

a plea for remission for 11 convicts serving life

sentences in the Bilkis Bano gangrape case.

Besides rape, the 11 men had been convicted

for the murder of Bilkis’s three-year-old child

and 13 others, all Muslims, by a CBI special

court in 2008. The remission in a case that lies

at the heart of the continuing search for justice

after the communal violence in Gujarat 2002

portends a disquieting backsliding. It is a grave

setback for the tortuous legal battle to secure

convictions in the horrific crimes of 2002 in the

face of formidable obstacles and powerful odds.

Bilkis and her extended family were attacked

by a mob on March 3, 2002 while they were

fleeing their village in Limkheda taluka of Dahod

district. The Supreme Court intervened in the

case after Bilkis approached the National

Human Rights Commission. The trial was

shifted out of Gujarat to Maharashtra on the

SC’s direction after she received death threats.

The ruling of the CBI court was upheld by the

Bombay High Court in 2017 and in 2019, the

SC awarded compensation of Rs 50 lakh to

Bilkis. The court also indicted policemen who

investigated the case. Since her attackers are

from her own village, Bilkis continues to fear

for her life and is unable to return home.

Remission is a statutory provision; it is not

unusual for prison boards to clear convicts who

have spent a minimum of 14 years in jail.

However, it is rare for the sentence of those

convicted of heinous sexual crimes to be

remitted. In this case, the concern that it could

set a precedent cannot be ignored. It is

disturbing and disappointing that the SC, which

had stepped in to ensure that Bilkis and other

victims and survivors of Gujarat 2002 received

justice, allowed a remission plea by one of the

convicts earlier this year in May, which led to

the state government setting up the prison board

that has now ordered the release of all 11

convicts.

The Supreme Court needs to step in once

again. To speak up once more for a woman

who has stood her ground, braving all threats,

in the courageous pursuit of justice. The court

must direct that the remission be revoked. Two

decades after the riots, as the convicts in the

Bilkis Bano case walk free, activist Teesta

Setalvad and police officer R B Sreekumar, who

fought on the side of the petitioners, are in jail

— the police took their cue from the court, its

verdict became the basis for the FIRs. The apex

court must ensure that the injustice to Bilkis

Bano is reversed. It knows what is at stake.

Courtesy the Indian Express, August 17,

2022.

Remission of life sentence to Bilkis Bano’s
attackers is a travesty, a betrayal of PM’s promise
Bilkis Bano and her extended family were attacked by a mob on March 3, 2002 while they

were fleeing their village in Limkheda taluka of Dahod district. The Supreme Court

intervened in the case after Bilkis approached the National Human Rights Commission.

Articles and Features :

Editorial, The Indian Express
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Alvida Vimalbhai: Salutes to the Rainbow of Resistance: (1962 to2022)

Vimalbhai lives on in our
Andolans for Azadi and Justice!

27 years journey of struggle, solidarity and building alternatives 

Vimal bhai Lives on! In Our Hearts! In our Andolans for Azadi and Justice!

Salutes to the Rainbow of
Resistance: Vimalbhai

(1962 to 2022)

15th Aug, 2022, New Delhi:

It breaks our heart to share the

most devastating news of Vimal

bhai, well-known social and

environmental activist, and one of

the key leaders of NAPM,

succumbing today at the AIIMS,

New Delhi. The past 6 days were

extremely harrowing for Vimal

bhai and everyone caring for him,

as he bravely battled for life,

minute by minute. We trust all the

doctors tried their best to save

him, but owing to multiple organ

failure, his body gave up. On 10th

Aug, he was taken to the

Safdarjang hospital and the same

evening admitted to AIIMS, because of severe

complications related to lungs, liver, kidney, due

to long covid, amidst reduced immunity.

That Vimal bhai touched thousands of lives in

a deeply personal and political way, is evident

from the non-stop messages of concern, hope

and prayers that have been streaming in from

across the country, ever since information of his

being unwell was out. Be it with the Ganga or

Narmada, his passion for rivers to remain free

and flowing, remains the hallmark of his activism

that spans over 4 decades. He worked

relentlessly to oppose mindless damming of

rivers, pollution and supported people’s rights to

be involved in the ‘developmental processes’,

especially in the Tehri-Garhwal region of

Uttarakhand, as part of Matu Jan Sangathan.

Vimalbhai indeed represented the true rainbow

of resistance in his work of

struggle and solidarity. From

being an active organizer in the

anti-dam and ecological

movements to supporting basti-

dwellers of Khorigaon, to helping

anti-mining struggles in

Rajasthan, being at the forefront

of campaigns against hate and

communal violence via Aman ki

Pehel, to standing up for trans and

queer rights, to supporting release

of political prisoners and

asserting the right to self-

determination of Kashmiris, he

was always with people and

nature. He was one of the

national co-ordinators and convenors of NAPM

for many years. He participated with Pride in

many LGBTQIA+ Pride Marches and was a key

bridge between queer and other movements.

In the last two years of the raging covid

pandemic, in addition to enormous relief work,

he immersed himself in assisting thousands of

families of Khorigaon who were brutally evicted

by the Haryana Govt. and denied fair

rehabilitation. Fondly addressed as Kakaji,

Khori-wasis, old and young waited on him day

and night at the hospital and did all they could to

save him. While we bid salaams to Vimalbhai,

we must commit to lend increased solidarity to

the people of Khorigaon, whose struggle

continues.

His last letter was to the new President Ms.

Draupadi Murmu, on 25th July, 2022 in which he
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called upon her to take substantive steps to end

repression on adivasis, uphold their rights in V

Schedule areas and protect their unique cultural,

linguistic, religious lifestyle. He remained a

steadfast supporter of the Narmada struggle for

decades and hoped the President would meet

the adivasi students of the Narmada

Jeevanshalas, to understand the ill-motivated

attack on Narmada Abhiyan by the current

regime.

 A person who remained down-to-earth and

non-consumerist throughout his life, Vimalbhai

was often one of the ‘go-to’ persons for many

movement saathis who would land up in Delhi

with plans for dharnas, demonstrations and

delegations. His home was always open to

karyakartas of all movements. He was an

excellent cook, artist, poet, docu-film maker,

campaigner, friend; all packed into one.  He was

extremely resourceful as a movement activist and

diligently used all democratic tools to hold

authorities and institutions accountable to people’s

rights and laws of the land. He was someone

who firmly believed in ‘sangharsh - nirman’

from zameen to Courts to Parliament. His imprint

on many of the SC and NGT judgements,

legislations over the years on environmental

matters are part of his legacy. He was always

keen on engaging with and training young people

and so many of us have benefitted from our

association with him, over the years.

In this painful moment, we convey our

deepest condolences to his family members,

movement co-travellers and friends across

India and beyond. Zindabad to people of

Khorigaon, Delhi civil society, lawyers,

doctors, medical staff at AIIMS and

Safdarjang and volunteers who worked round

the clock with the hope to bring back Vimal

bhai.

We will sorely and eternally miss you, Vimal

bhai, but we shall cherish you in our hearts,

in our ongoing struggles, as we have no option

but to continue to save our democracy from

fascist and corporate onslaught, from the

deepening ecological and climate crisis.

Inquilab Zindabad, Satrangi Salam

Vimalbhai: A True Son of the Soil of

Sangharsh and Rivers of Resistance!

National Alliance of People’s Movements

(NAPM) and Delhi Solidarity Group

(DSG)

Dear Friends,

As you are aware, a court case is in progress for the eviction of Humanist House, 13 Mohini

Road, Dehradun for the last 37 years from the illegal occupant of the house where M.N. Roy

and Mrs. Ellen Roy lived and breathed their last. As Indian Renaissance Institute needs fund to

pursue the case diligently, you are requested to donate liberally for the cause.

Cheques/Bank drafts may be sent in the name of ‘Indian Renaissance Institute’

to: Sheoraj Singh, 3821/7, Kanhaiya Nagar, Tri Nagar, Delhi- 110035. (M) 9891928222.

Email ID: srsingh3821@gmail.com.

Online donations may be sent to: ‘Indian Renaissance Institute’ Account No. 02070100005296;

IFSC Code: UCBA0000207, UCO Bank, Supreme Court Branch, New Delhi (India)

Mahi Pal Singh Vinod Kumar jain

Secretary Chairman

 (M) 9312206414, Email: mahipalsinghrh@gmail.com

An Appeal for Donation for the

Court Case – 13 Mohini Road, Dehradun
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Is India an ‘electoral democracy’?
M.G. Devasahayam

India’s elections are neither free nor fair, and therefore India cannot really be

called an “electoral democracy.” It is but natural that international agencies and

watchdogs describe India as a part-free nation with its democratic process “on a

path of steep decline” that could turn the country into an “electoral autocracy.”

AS U.S. President Joe Biden hosted the

‘Summit for Democracy’ on December 9 and

10 last year, the uninvited China staked its

claim as the “world’s largest democracy”, a title

India has taken for granted for long. As proof, a

white paper put out by the Chinese government

stated this: ”In 2016 and 2017, more than 900

million voters participated in elections to

people’s congresses at the township and

county-levels—the world’s largest direct

elections.” Of course, everyone knows that

China is a single-party autocracy.

The number of voters in India during the 2019

Parliament election was almost the same,

but participation was less at 67.47 per cent of the

total electorate.

Significant exclusion has been noticed of

vulnerable and disadvantaged groups from

electoral rolls.

Addressing the summit, Prime Minister

Narendra Modi said: ”I am proud to represent

the world’s largest democracy at this Summit.

The democratic spirit is integral to our

civilization ethos.” Adding that the structural

feature of multi-party election is an important

instrument of India’s democracy, he offered to

share its expertise in holding free and fair

elections. Pray, are India’s elections ‘free and

fair’?

India gained independence and moved from

alien Monarchy to domestic Democracy on the

midnight of August 14/15, 1947 with these historic

words spoken by India’s first Prime Minister,

Jawaharlal Nehru, in the Constituent Assembly:

“… At the stroke of the midnight hour, when

the world sleeps, India will awake to life and

freedom…We shall never allow that torch of

freedom to be blown out, however high the

wind or stormy the tempest.”

Freedom, that came in the wake of democracy,

was to give opportunity to the common man, to

the peasants and workers of India; to fight and

end poverty, ignorance and disease; to build up a

prosperous, progressive nation; to create social,

economic and political institutions which will

ensure justice and fullness of life to every man

and woman, and a place in the sun.

As is universally known, the words “election”

and “democracy” have become synonymous. As

of now, the only way to choose our

representatives to govern ourselves is through

the electoral process. Article 21(3) of the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948

states as much: ”The will of the people shall

be the basis of the authority of government;

this will shall be expressed in periodic and

genuine elections which shall be by universal

and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret

vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.”

It is essential for elections using electronic

means to adhere to standard democratic

principles. Only then can elections be free

and fair, engendering confidence in election

outcomes and democratic process.

Commencing from January 2020, a due

diligence into the genuineness of India’s elections

and its voting procedures was made by the

Citizens’ Commission on Elections, headed by

former Supreme Court judge Justice Madan

Lokur, of which the writer is the Co-ordinator.
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Six themes that had a direct bearing on the

integrity and fairness of the Parliamentary

election of 2019 were identified and studied in

detail, including research and depositions from

experts, and published in the form of a report in

March last year. The key findings – theme-wise

– are summarised below:

Electoral rolls

• Significant exclusion has been noticed

of vulnerable and disadvantaged groups:

circular migrants; urban homeless

persons; trans-people; women

(especially single women, widowed, and

divorced women); sex workers; highly

stigmatised caste groups (manual

scavengers); adivasis (including

particularly vulnerable tribal groups and

de-notified tribes); Muslims (and even

Christians in some constituencies);

persons with disabilities; persons with

mental illnesses; old people without care.

• There is no doubt that many names do

not figure in the electoral rolls, whether

through mischief or oversight: minority

communities, the homeless and the

disadvantaged, the aged, among others,

are particularly those left out. It is

obvious that the electoral rolls

registration machinery has been found

wanting in carrying out a door- to-door

enrolment campaign.

• Two categories of voters have a problem

casting their votes at the polling station:

(a) migrant labourers located at places

away from their place of residence; and

(b) those who, because of age, disability,

illness, and so on, are not able to travel

to the polling station.

• Recent amendment to the law and the

Election Commission of India’s (‘ECI’)

action to link voter ID with Aadhar is a

very dangerous proposition. It could lead

to massive data leak, fraud and theft that

can severely endanger India’s

democracy.

Electronic voting (EVM/VVPATs) and its

compliance with democracy principles

• Electronic Voting Machine (‘EVM’)

voting does not comply with the essential

requirements of ‘democracy principles’,

that is, each voter having the direct

knowledge and capacity to verify that

their vote is cast-as-intended, recorded-

as-cast and counted-as-recorded.

• It also does not provide provable

guarantees against hacking, tampering

and spurious vote injections. That an

EVM has not yet been detected to have

been hacked provides no guarantee that

it cannot be hacked. Thus, elections

must be conducted assuming that the

EVMs may possibly be tampered with.

• Though voter verifiable paper audit

trail (‘VVPAT’) is installed in every

EVM, not even one paper slip is counted

and matched to verify/audit the votes

polled and votes counted before making

the results public. This has exposed

elections to serious fraud.

• Design and implementation of ECI-

EVMs as well as the results of both

software and hardware verification are

neither public nor open to full,

independent review. The VVPAT

system does not allow the voter to verify

the slip before the vote is cast.

• Due to absence of end-to-end

verifiability, the present EVM system is

not verifiable, and therefore is unfit for

democratic elections.

• There must be stringent pre-audit of the

electronic vote count before the results

are declared. The audit may, in some

cases, depending on the margin of

victory, require a full manual counting

of VVPAT slips.

• The electronic voting system should be

re-designed to be software and
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hardware independent in order to be

verifiable or auditable.

• Decision-making processes in the ECI

were not logical, rigorous and principled

during the 2019 parliamentary elections.

It is essential for elections using

electronic means to adhere to standard

democratic principles. Only then can

elections be free and fair, engendering

confidence in election outcomes and

democratic process. This is not so now.

Criminal and money power, and electoral

bonds

• The problem is enormous. The proportion

of candidates with criminal background

among the winning candidates presents

a very grim picture. Members of

Parliament (‘MPs’) with serious criminal

cases against them constituted 14 per

cent of all MPs in 2009, 21 per cent of

MPs in 2014 and 29 per cent in 2019.

• If we look at the absolute number of

MPs with declared criminal cases, the

number stood at 162 in 2009, and

increased to 185 in 2014 and 233 in 2019.

Those with serious declared criminal

offences increased from 76 in 2009 to

112 in 2014 and to 159 in 2019, and the

trend is rising.

• Money-power in elections is the

fountainhead of all corruption in the

country. It compromises the integrity of

democracy in multiple ways: it raises the

entry barriers to politics; excludes honest

candidates and parties; leads to

corruption and big money controlling the

state; distortion of policy-making in

wasteful, inefficient, and anti-

democratic directions; exacerbation of

polarization.

• Despite opposition from ECI and the

Reserve Bank of India, the Union

Government, using the Money Bill route

to bypass Rajya Sabha, introduced

electoral bonds in Indian elections with

the Finance Act, 2017. This increased

opaqueness and consolidated the role of

big money in electoral politics, giving a

huge advantage to the ruling party and

destroying the level playing field.

• The fast-rising economic oligarchy in the

country, threatening India as a welfare

State, is the direct fallout of this extreme

criminal and money power in elections.

Model Code of Conduct

• The ECI deliberately delayed the

announcement of the 2019

Parliamentary elections to enable the

Prime Minister (‘PM’) to complete the

inauguration blitz of a slew of projects

(157 of them) that he had scheduled

between February 8 and March 9, 2019.

• It was the longest election in the

country’s history, and its scheduling gave

room for suspicion that it had openly and

unabashedly favoured the ruling party.

• Some of the major controversies relating

to the Model Code of Conduction

(‘MCC’) pertain to (a) lack of

consistency by the ECI in enforcing the

MCC, (b) the ECI treating the ruling

party with kid gloves, and (c) the ECI

not using its powers under Article

324 (Superintendence, direction and

control of elections to be vested in an

Election Commission) of the

Constitution.

• The Election Commissioner

who dissented and stood his ground had

to resign from the ECI, therefore being

denied the opportunity to become Chief

Election Commissioner.

• The raison d’être of the MCC was to

provide a level-playing field to all

contesting political parties. Dealing with

the ruling party with kid gloves negates

the very reason for the existence of

MCC.
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• One of the most disturbing phenomena

in the 2019 election was the abuse/

misuse of the Armed Forces for election

purposes by the party in power. The

propaganda went to the extent of calling

the Indian Army ‘Modi’s Sena’ (Modi’s

army), causing anger among Veterans.

This forced a large number of veterans

to write to the President of India that

received no response.

Media, fake news, etc.

• India’s mediascape has undergone a

major transformation with the

exponential growth in the use of the

internet across the world and also in

India.

• A very substantial section of the

mainstream and mass media in the

country has become excessively

supportive of the ruling Bharatiya Janta

Party.

• Despite guidelines and codes, the ECI

did not take note of the many media

violations – particularly by the ruling

party.

• The most blatant violation was the

opening of a new channel called Namo

TV, which continuously telecast

speeches and events about the PM.

Namo TV did not have permission from

the Union Information and Broadcasting

Ministry to go on air, and did not comply

with the regulations necessary to start a

new channel.

• ECI failed to curb fake news online

before and during the 2019 elections.

• Procrastination, silence and inaction

characterized the ECI’s responses even

to serious violations of MCC, media

code and guidelines by the ruling party!

ECI – functioning and autonomy

The ECI has plenipotentiary powers drawn

from Article 324 of the Constitution to conduct

free and fair election. In addition, Supreme Court

has ruled: ”…[W]hen Parliament or any State

Legislature made valid law relating to, or in

connection with elections, the Commission,

shall act in conformity with, not in violation

of, such provisions, but where such law is

silent, Article 324 is a reservoir of power to

act for the avowed purpose of pushing

forward a free and fair election with

expedition.”

One of the most disturbing phenomena in

the 2019 election was the abuse/misuse of the

Armed Forces for election purposes by the

party in power.

But the ECI is just not using these powers,

because Election Commissioners are the

appointees of the government of the day and not

through an independent process of collegium. The

case of one dissenting Election Commissioner,

who was side-lined and then eased out has

caused irretrievable damage to ECI’s

independence and integrity!

This compromises the autonomy of the ECI

and creates doubts about the neutrality of the

Chief Election Commissioner and the Election

Commissioners, and consequently, the neutrality

of the Commission itself. This poses serious

danger to the fairness and integrity of not only

the elections, but democracy itself.

Also read: Chief Election Commissioner

and two Election Commissioners attending

meeting convened by PMO proves

Ambedkar’s fear that poll body might come

under “thumb of the Executive”

The sum and substance of the findings is that

India’s elections are neither free nor fair, and

therefore India cannot really be called an

“electoral democracy.” No wonder, therefore,

that India’s governance is on the dangerous path

described by American political scientists Steven

Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt in their seminal work

‘How Democracies Die’ (2018):

“How do elected authoritarians shatter the

democratic institutions that are supposed to

constrain them? Some do it in one fell swoop.
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But more often the assault on democracy

begins slowly. For many citizens, it may at first,

be imperceptible. After all, elections continue

to be held. Opposition politicians still sit in

congress (parliament). Independent

newspapers still circulate. The erosion of

democracy takes place piecemeal, often in

baby steps. Each individual step seems

minor—none appears to truly threaten

democracy. In fact, government moves to

subvert democracy frequently enjoy a veneer

of legality: They are approved by parliament

or ruled constitutional by the supreme court.

Many of them are adopted under the guise of

pursuing some legitimate—even laudable—

public objective, such as combating

corruption, “cleaning up” elections,

improving the quality of democracy, or

enhancing national security.”

The ECI is just not using these powers,

because Election Commissioners are the

appointees of the government of the day and

not through an independent process of

collegium.

It is but natural that international agencies and

watchdogs describe India as a part-free nation

with its democratic process “on a path of steep

decline” that could turn the country into an

“electoral autocracy.” This happening as we

celebrate the Platinum Jubilee of India’s

independence is an unmitigated tragedy.

M.G. Devasahayam , a former Army and

Indian Administrative Service officer, is an

economist, soldier, and administrator, with a

distinguished career spanning over five decades

and direct and first-hand experience in the

working and ethos of the Indian Army, the IAS,

the public and private sectors, the political system,

and Non-Government Organisations.

Courtesy The Leaflet, August 15, 2022.

For Republishing books written by M.N. Roy & other Humanist Literature

Indian Renaissance Institute has embarked upon republishing/reprinting the large amount of

books & other material written by M.N. Roy as most of them have gone out of print, though

requests for these books continue to pour in into our office. Connected humanist literature will also

be published.  Following books, at the first instance, require immediate publication:

‘New Humanism’; ‘Beyond Communism’; ‘Politics, Power and Parties’; ‘Historical Role of

Islam’; ‘India’s Message’; ‘Men I Met’; ‘New Orientation’; ‘Materialism’; ‘Science & Philosophy’;

‘Revolution and Counter-revolution in China’; ‘India in Transition; Reason, Romanticism and

Revolution’; ‘Russian Revolution’; Selected Works – Four Volumes (1917-1922), (1923-1927),

(1927-1932) and (1932-1936); ‘Memoirs’ (Covers period 1915-1923).

We  request readers and sympathizers to donate generously for the above project as this

literature will go long way in enriching the  humanist and renaissance movement in the country.

Cheques/Bank drafts may be sent in the name of ‘Indian Renaissance Institute’

to: Sheoraj Singh, 3821/7, Kanhaiya Nagar, Tri Nagar, Delhi- 110035. (M) 9891928222.

Email ID: srsingh3821@gmail.com.

Online donations may be sent to:‘Indian Renaissance Institute’ Account No. 02070100005296;

IFSC Code: UCBA0000207, UCO Bank, Supreme Court Branch, New Delhi (India)

Mahi Pal Singh Vinod Kumar jain

Secretary Chairman

 (M) 9312206414, Email: mahipalsinghrh@gmail.com

An Apeal For Donations
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A stinging indictment: on acquittal of
Chhattisgarh tribals in 2017 ambush case

Editorial

The acquittal of 121 tribals by a National

Investigation Agency (NIA) court, who were

wrongfully held responsible for the deaths

of 25 Central Reserve Police Force jawans

in a Maoist-led ambush in Burkapal, Sukma

district, Chhattisgarh in 2017, would have

come as a huge relief for them. The tribals

were held under the draconian Unlawful

Activities (Prevention) Act and the fact that

the court held that there was little evidence

that the tribals had any association with the

proscribed Maoists should be a pointer to the

utter failure of the law enforcement agencies

in their response to the massacre. While

justice has definitely been done to the

innocent villagers,  their prolonged

incarceration would have clearly upended

their lives and those of their dependents. The

tribals who had been arrested and kept in

jail for five years had been denied bail in

the past by the NIA court and the

Chhattisgarh High Court. Clearly, in what

seems to be a dubious trend in such cases

in conflict-ridden Chhattisgarh and beyond,

the imposition of the draconian UAPA

without sufficient proof has resulted in this

situation. A defence lawyer also claimed that

the police investigation was poorly done, with

the injured Central Reserve Police Force

commandos not being made witnesses before

the tribal people were arrested, lending

credence to the fact that the apprehended

people had been made scapegoats.

As a takeaway from the outcome of this

case, the state must ponder as to whether

this strategy of rounding up suspects among

the hapless tribals in the name of swift

action following a military setback does any

good to law enforcement. The clearest way

to defeat the Maoist insurgency — or any

political movement based on violence and

motivated by disenchantment with the state

— is to uphold the rule of law and to win

support  among the people who the

insurgents claim to be fighting for. Without

popular support, insurgencies are bound to

fail, specifically, the Maoist movement that

is underpinned on winning over those

disenchanted with the Indian state. Beyond

harping on factors related to poverty,

livelihoods in crisis and economic inequality,

the Maoists also use tactical violence that

invites state repression and serves their

purpose of questioning the legitimacy of the

Indian state. By typecasting the tribal

people,  conflat ing dissidence and

disaffection with insurgency, and taking the

dubious route of  mass incarcerat ion

following any setback to the security forces,

law enforcement agencies only end up

adding grist to the Maoist propaganda that

emphasises that  these are just

characteristics of a repressive state that is

beyond reform. Besides purposive socio-

economic action, law enforcement must

reinforce steps related to procedural law to

disprove the Maoist critique of the Indian

state and to retain legitimacy among tribal

citizens.

Courtesy The Hindu, July 20, 2022.

The scapegoating of innocent tribals in the fight

against Maoists is a self-defeating ploy
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Mainstream, VOL LX No 31, New Delhi, July 23, 2022

When Accused Become Innocent
and Innocent Are Made Accused

Sandeep Pandey

Mahatma Gandhi was assassinated by Nathu

Ram Godse. There are some people subscribing

to Hindutva ideology who idolize Godse. Various

leaders, and activists associated with the

Hindutva ideology from time to time have

portrayed Godse as a patriot. The question is

Gandhi was the tallest leader of India’s freedom

movement and even before India achieved

independence Godse was making an attempt to

kill Gandhi, so, how could Godse be a patriot?

But by describing Godse as a patriot Mahatma

Gandhi’s sacrifice is belittled. A school in Gujarat

in 2019 asked its class 9 students in a question

paper as to how Mahatma Gandhi committed

suicide? If Hindutva ideology had its way, it may

even convince people of the country one day

that Gandhi committed suicide and was not

murdered just as students in present-day China

do not learn anything about the Tiananmen

Square protests and massacre. Also, the Sangh

Parivar would like to wash this taint as Mahatma

Gandhi is globally the most respected Indian.

This is the reason Narendra Modi chose him as

an icon for the Swachcha Bharat Mission and

at least pays him token respect abroad whenever

it suits him.

When Babri Masjid was going to be

demolished on 6 December 1992, both Prime

Minister P.V. Narsimha Rao and Chief Minister

of Uttar Pradesh Kalyan Singh swore allegiance

to the Constitution and vowed to protect the

mosque. However, after the mosque was

demolished Kalyan Singh claimed that he was

a member of Rashtriya Swayamsewak Sangh

first and a Chief Minister later. A number of

leading politicians of the Bhartiya Janata Party

including Lal Krishna Advani, Murli Manohar

Joshi, Uma Bharti, etc., were made accused in

the Babri Masjid demolition case. In 2019, the

Supreme Court of India (SC) while admitting

that the demolition of Babri Masjid was a

criminal act awarded the land on which the

mosque stood for the construction of a Ram

temple there. As expected, the accused in the

Babri Masjid demolition were also let off by a

court in UP. Hence a criminal act was justified

and now it is made to appear as if there is a

consensus in the country on building a Ram

temple in Ayodhya where the mosque stood

once with even politicians of opposition parties

like Congress contributing towards the

construction of the temple.

More recently, Teesta Setalvad, R.B.

Sreekumar, and Sanjiv Bhatt, who were trying

to get justice for the victims of 2002 communal

violence in Gujarat and bring to book the

culprits are being made to appear as conspirers.

Narendra Modi, the then CM, has been given

so-called ‘clean chit’ by the SC about whom

Sanjiv Bhatt, in an affidavit submitted to the

court, has said that in a meeting on the evening

of the Godhra train burning incident, Narendra

Modi had told senior police officers to let the

Hindus vent their anger for some time. Even

if this meeting did not take place senior IAS

officer Harsh Mander and IPS officer Vibhuti

Narain Rai have claimed that any riot cannot

go on beyond a few hours without the

complicity of the government. The same SC

which has pronounced judgment in 2019 in the

Bilkis Bano case asking the Gujarat

government to pay Rs. 50 lakhs and provide a

government job to the gang rape victim of 2002

violence has now come down so heavily on an

activist and former police officers who were

helping the courts earlier so as to suggest that
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action should be taken against them. Question

is, is Zakia Jafri wrong in seeking justice for

the murder of her husband and former

Congress Member of Parliament Ehsan Jafri,

and is Teesta Setalvad wrong in helping Zakia

Jafri? Are we to forget that communal violence

took place in Gujarat in 2002, are we to forget

that Maya Kodnani and Babu Bajrangi were

convicted for having participated in the Naroda

Patiya massacre during the 2002 communal

violence, even though the former was acquitted

later and the latter given a bail, are we to forget

that Narendra Modi was denied visa by the

United States and some European countries

for 9 years for his complicity in the 2002

violence?

Are we to forget that several police officers

and Amit Shah were arrested in the Sohrabuddin

Sheikh, his wife Kausar Bi, and Tulsiram

Prajapati fake encounter case and the case had

to be transferred from Gujarat to Bombay High

Court, even though all accused were acquitted

when BJP came to power at the centre, are we

to forget the Justice B.H. Loya who wanted

Amit Shah to appear in court died under

mysterious circumstances?

A case has now also been registered against

Medha Patkar for financial embezzlement in a

trust Narmada Nav Nirman Abhiyan by a

Hindutva office bearer. One V.K. Saxena, about

whose background very little is known, published

an advertisement against Medha Patkar and

Narmada Bachao Andolan and since then has

been embroiled in legal cases. V.K. Saxena’s

affiliations became clear when he was elevated

first as Chairperson of Khadi Village and

Industries Commission and then as Lieutenant

Governor of Delhi by the BJP government and

Medha Patkar, who has committed her life to

the struggle of marginalized sections of society

facing any injustice, is facing a First Information

Report and legal cases.

The latest is SC has asked activist Himanshu

Kumar to pay a fine of Rs. 5 lakh for filing a

petition seeking a probe by the Central Bureau

of Investigation into the alleged killing of 16

tribals by police and security forces in 2009 at

Gompad in Chhattisgarh. Himanshu Kumar has

stated that seeking justice is not a crime and

therefore he will not pay the fine.

Welcome to the new India where the accused

will be made to appear as innocent and the

system will try to protect them and the innocent

will be portrayed in a bad light. Activism, fighting

for human rights, and speaking the truth have

become liabilities.

[ Sandeep Pandey is General Secretary

of Socialist Party (India)]

Courtesy Mainstream, VOL LX No 31, July

23, 2022.
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Siddharth Varadarajan

The Evidence Is In: Freedom of
Expression Is Dead in India

Freedom of expression:

Two arrests over the past week from UP make it clear that this freedom no

longer exists. Or rather, as Dada Idi Amin infamously once said,

“There is freedom of speech, but we cannot guarantee freedom after speech.”

Is it a crime to criticise Prime Minister

Narendra Modi or Uttar Pradesh chief minister

Adityanath? Article 19 of the Constitution of India

guarantees freedom of expression, subject only

to a narrow range of ‘reasonable restrictions’

which do not remotely apply to criticism or satire.

Yet, two arrests over the past week from UP

make it clear that this freedom no longer exists.

Or rather, as Idi Amin Dada infamously once

said, “There is freedom of speech, but we cannot

guarantee freedom after speech.”

The police in Colonelganj last week arrested

five men for the crime of putting up a hoarding

that showed Modi offering a cooking gas

cylinder for Rs 1,105, the highest it has been.

The poster included the hashtag #ByeByeModi

in large letters as well as other text attacking

the government’s Agnipath recruitment scheme.

Local BJP leaders who saw the poster

immediately complained to the police and a case

was registered under Sections 153B

(imputations, assertions prejudicial to national

integration) and 505(2) (statements creating or

promoting enmity, hatred or ill-will between

classes) of the Indian Penal. The first IPC

section is meant to criminalise the targeting of

a group on the basis of their religion, la, nguage,

caste etc and cannot be stretched to cover

criticism of an individual, even if he is the prime

minister. The second section presupposes two

or more “classes” between whom enmity is

being promoted. No law degree or training is

required to understand why these sections

cannot possibly apply to the “crime” at hand.

As if the police case were not bad enough,

major media platforms helped sustain the

ridiculous claim that an actual offence had been

committed. “In a major breakthrough,” 

the Times of India reported breathlessly, “a

team of Colonelganj police on Monday evening

arrested five persons, including owner of a

printing press, and an event organiser on the

charges of installing controversial hoarding with

the title #ByeByeModi near Reserve police lines

on Beli road on Saturday.”

The second case from UP this week is equally

ridiculous. An 18-year-old schoolboy in Kannauj,

Ashish Yadav was arrested by the police for

posting an “offensive” image of Adityanath on

social media. The image showed Adityanath

with a milk bottle in his mouth and a shoe on his

head. On the side were a series of laughing

emojis.

It is instructive to compare Yadav’s

“offensive” image of Adityanath with Shankar’s

celebrated 1953 cartoon of a naked Jawaharlal

Nehru unsuccessfully imploring the United

Nations. If you are a humourless, intolerant

politician or policemen, you would find the Nehru

depiction far more “offensive” than the

schoolboy’s somewhat amateurish exertions.

Far from filing a case against him, however, the

then Prime Minister – who had famously said

‘Don’t spare me, Shankar’ – bore no grudge.

In fact, he even ”took [the cartoonist] with him

on his visit to the USSR in 1955, marking his
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elevated stature in Nehru’s India,” Ritu Gairola

Khanduri chronicles in her book, Caricaturing

Culture in India,

But to come back to Yadav, his offence being

even more heinous than the one in Colonelganj,

the police in Kannauj booked him under additional

IPC sections – apart from 153B and 505 (2),

they also added 153A, 295A and section 66 of

the Information Technology Act. Again, none

of these sections apply even remotely. Yet, in a

further sign of how seriously the poor boy’s

‘crime’ was being treated by the authorities, PTI

quoted officials as saying  “District Magistrate

Rakesh Kumar Mishra and Superintendent of

Police Rajesh Kumar Srivastava reached the

Talgram police station and quizzed the student

in a closed room.”

There are plenty of other examples of such

brilliant “breakthroughs” and high-level

interrogations, from Uttar Pradesh and

elsewhere, which testify to the death of freedom

of expression. And the rot runs deeper than the

thin skins of politicians or the even thinner

respect for the constitution that the police have.

Each of these arrests invariably receives the

backing of the magistrates before whom the

hapless ‘offenders’ are produced. Denial of bail

in the first instance is more or less the norm,

even in New Delhi, as Mohammed Zubair found

out when first the duty magistrate and then the

chief metropolitan magistrate insisted he be sent

to custody for an innocuous tweet. By the time

the sessions judge granted bail, the government

had managed to rustle up half a dozen equally

fraudulent cases and tasked a Special

Investigation Team with prolonging his

incarceration for as long as possible.

No matter how low down the judicial food

chain she or he may be, a judge is the citizen’s

first line of defence against the abuse of

executive power. Take that away and what you

have left is punishment by process. The

abdication of judicial responsibility when

fundamental rights are violated is the reason

Indian democracy is withering on the vine.

Courtesy The Wire, 15 July 2022.

On the left is Shankar’s famous cartoon from 1953 showing Nehru naked; on the

right, Ashish Yadav’s caricature of Adityanath. Source: theheritagelab.in; Facebook
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Cops, courts, rights
SC freeing Zubair has wider lessons for police,

lower judiciary. Also shows why we need a bail law
 TOI Editorial, Edit Page

While freeing Mohammed Zubair, the

Supreme Court said the power to arrest must

be used sparingly. This has been repeated

umpteen times by SC, but to little effect.

Therefore, all courts must grant immediate bail

in most minor offences and especially those

related to free speech, unless there’s clear

indication that speech was intended to lead to

violence. Note that most free speech cases lose

substance the moment the accused is granted

bail: the police lose interest in probing flimsy

cases. The pre-trial arrest and long jail times

are in effect the punishment. Only courts can

put a stop to this by making the police realise

that bail will be automatic. Granting of 7-day,

14-day custodies, as in Zubair’s and

many similar cases, must stop. Ideally,

SC’s position on this issue should be

the default position of all courts. But

magistrate courts don’t seem to get the

message. As SC said earlier, India

needs a bail law that codifies these

practices, and removes judicial

discretion.

For Zubair, UP police tried another

old trick by filing multiple FIRs so that

bail in one case (he had bail in the Delhi

police Special Cell’s FIR) isn’t enough

to ensure freedom. Nupur Sharma

similarly also deserves protection from

multiple FIRs. SC has done well to

anticipate various scenarios in the

Zubair case. Besides ordering

disbanding of the UP SIT probing the

six FIRs and transferring these to the

Delhi police, SC has said all future

cases will be transferred to the Special

Cell and he will be entitled to bail in them.

SC’s other observations in this case are also

crucial. Responding to the UP government

counsel who asked that Zubair be told not to

post ‘offensive’ tweets, the court pointed out

that a journalist cannot be asked not to tweet,

rather if any tweet violates a law then legal

action can follow. This may seem reiteration of

a basic understanding of rights and

responsibilities but given police and lower court

actions – in states governed by political parties

across the spectrum – it is heartening that SC

made things clear.

Courtesy The Times of India, July 20,

2022.
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Chief Justice of India NV Ramana: Shrinking space
for Opposition not good sign for healthy democracy
Says laws being passed without detailed deliberations, scrutiny

Chief Justice of India NV

Ramana on Saturday said it was

sad that the country was

witnessing a decline in the

quality of legislative

performance and laws were

being passed without detailed

deliberations and scrutiny.

- PTI file photo

Tribune News ServiceNew Delhi, July 16

Chief Justice of India NV Ramana on Saturday said it was sad that the country was witnessing

a decline in the quality of legislative performance and laws were being passed without detailed

deliberations and scrutiny.

Undertrials need urgent attention

In our criminal justice system, the process is the punishment. From hasty indiscriminate arrests

to difficulty in obtaining bail, the process leading to the prolonged incarceration of undertrials

needs urgent attention. NV Ramana, CJI

Addressing a seminar on “75 years of Parliamentary Democracy” in the Rajasthan Legislative

Assembly, the CJI said political opposition was translating into hostility, which was not a sign of a

healthy democracy. He said as a result, mutual respect between the government and the Opposition

was diminishing. “Political opposition should not translate into hostility, which we have been sadly

witnessing these days. Unfortunately, space for Opposition is diminishing,” CJI Ramana said.

Law Minister Kiren Rijiju said 71 different acts would be repealed in the coming Parliament

session. He also stressed the need to promote local languages in high court and subordinate court

proceedings. “Mother tongue shouldn’t be considered lesser than English,” he said.

Addressing the inaugural session of the 18th All India Legal Services Authority in Jaipur earlier,

the CJI described the high number of undertrial prisoners as a “grave” issue affecting the criminal

justice system. He stressed the need for steps to address the issue, saying there was a need to

question procedures that led to prolonged incarceration without trial.

Of the 6.10 lakh prisoners in the country, nearly 80 per cent were undertrial, he said.

“Prisons are black boxes. Prisoners are often unseen, unheard citizens,” he said, highlighting

that prisons have a different impact on different categories of prisoners, particularly those belonging

to marginalised communities.

         Courtesy The Tribune, 17 July 2022.
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 Justice Khanwilkar’s career embodied the Supreme
Court’s increasing tendency to side with the state

He was a part of several important cases where he expanded or
legally upheld the state’s powers against citizens.

Umang Poddar

Supreme Court judge AM Khanwilkar | PTI

An aphorism common among lawyers

claims that India does not have one Supreme

Court but many: it reflects the fact that the

outcome of a case could change drastically

based on a judge’s philosophy.

So when Justice Ajay Manikrao Khanwilkar,

the second-most senior Supreme Court judge

on Wednesday (27.7.2022) was to author a

verdict on petitions challenging the unchecked

investigative powers of the Enforcement

Directorate, commentators did not find it

surprising when the bench he led ruled entirely

in favour of the investigation agency.

This judgment was Khanwilkar’s swansong,

delivered just two days before his retirement.

However, it stuck to a definite pattern he

demonstrated over the past six years he spent

in the Supreme Court. From dismissing privacy

concerns about Aadhaar to making bail

difficult, given a choice between state power

and citizens’ freedoms, Khanwilkar has

consistently sided with the state.

His rulings contributed to growing criticism

that the Supreme Court is allegedly failing to

do its job of acting as a check on the Union

government.

Increasing state power

Khanwilkar was heading a three-judge

bench on Wednesday when he delivered a

judgment upholding the constitutionality of

several contentious sections of the Prevention

of the Money Laundering Act and the broad
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investigation powers of the Enforcement

Directorate.

The law had been challenged by more than

200 petitioners for failing to follow several

basic principles of criminal law: the accused

person is automatically presumed guilty, bail is

almost impossible and the Enforcement

Directorate can conduct search and seizures

of property without a formal complaint. There

were also accusations that the law was being

used as a political tool by the Modi government

to target Opposition leaders.

Khanwilkar’s judgment upheld the law in its

entirety, giving approval to a draconian law.

Earlier, in April 2019, leading a two-judge

bench, he authored a judgment that made it

virtually impossible to get bail under the

Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, a terror

law frequently used against political opponents

in India. He held that courts cannot critically

examine the prosecution’s evidence when

ruling on bail in Unlawful Activities

(Prevention) Act cases. When deciding on bail,

the court instead needs to make a broad

assessment whether the accusations against

an accused person are prima facie true – thus,

in effect, saying that the court must take the

prosecution’s case at face value.

Critics noted that this judgment “created a

new doctrine” and practically ensured that an

accused must remain in custody for the entire

trial, even if “the evidence against the person

was inadmissible”.

Targeting petitioners

Khanwilkar’s judgments have not only

expanded the powers of the state, they have

even penalised citizens for simply attempting

to hold the state to account. On June 24, he

authored a judgment where he dismissed a

petition questioning the clean chit given to

Narendra Modi with regard to the 2002 Gujarat

riots which occurred when he was the state’s

chief minister. The judgment further cast

aspersions on the motives of the petitioners in

approaching the court and wrote that they must

be put “in the dock”.

A day after the judgment, the Gujarat police

registered a first information report, citing

heavily from the judgment and arrested activist

Teesta Setalavad and former Gujarat Director-

General of Police, RB Sreekumar.

Then, on July 14, Khanwilkar and Justice

JB Pardiwala delivered a judgment dismissing

a petition seeking an investigation into the

killings of 17 Adivasis in Dantewada,

Chhattisgarh. The petitioners had alleged that

security forces were behind the killings.

Here too, the court punished the petitioners.

It said that there was no evidence to cast

doubts on the security forces and levied a fine

of Rs 5 lakh on activist Himanshu Kumar. It

also said that investigation agencies could

launch an inquiry to identify and punish those

who had “been conspiring...[to file the petition]

on fabricated evidence”.

Not questioning the state

Even as he has ordered investigations into

citizens fighting the state, Khanwilkar has

simultaneously denied investigation requests to

examine actions of the state. In September

2018, he authored a majority judgment refusing

an independent investigation into the arrest of

several activists in relation to the 2018 violence

at Bhima Koregaon in Maharashtra. Another

judge on the bench, Justice DY Chandrachud,

delivered a dissenting opinion, maintaining that

the Pune police’s conduct in the case cast

doubts on its impartiality.

Khanwilkar was also a part of the bench

that dismissed a clutch of petitions asking for

an investigation into the death of judge BH

Loya, who was presiding over the Sohrabuddin

Sheikh encounter case, in which Union

minister Amit Shah was the prime accused.

Throttling civil society

In April 2022, Khanwilkar, heading a three-

judge bench, authored a judgment where he

upheld the constitutional validity of several
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amendments that severely restricted the ability

of nonprofit organisations to raise and utilise

foreign funding.

These changes required organisations to

mandatorily open an account with a specific

branch of the State Bank of India, forbade

them from sub-granting funds and restricted

how they could raise and use money. Several

commentators criticised this judgment for

disproportionately affecting the fundamental

rights of citizens.

Previously, in October, while deciding on a

petition asking for permission to protest against

three farm laws passed by the Centre,

Khanwilkar, presiding over a two-judge bench,

reprimanded the petitioners for protesting

when they had already filed a case against the

laws. Then, he ordered that the court will

decide if citizens can protest on subject matters

in which cases were already pending courts.

The order was widely criticised for attempting

to restrict the democratic right to protest.

Government projects

Khanwilkar’s judgments also gave the

court’s assent to several controversial

government projects. In 2018, he was a part

of the bench that upheld the constitutional

validity of Aadhaar – a unique 12-digit

biometric-linked identification number –

maintaining that it does not violate the right to

privacy. It also allowed the mandating of

Aadhaar for state subsidies and benefits. Here

too, Justice Chandrachud had delivered a

dissenting verdict, holding Aadhaar to be

unconstitutional.

In January 2021, Khanwilkar authored a

judgment dismissing a challenge to the Central

Vista project – an initiative the Modi

government started in 2020 to revamp the

Parliament and its adjoining area. The project

was challenged on grounds that it lacked

adequate public consultation and violated

environmental and land use rules.

Apart from the ruling itself, legal

commentators had also criticised the way the

case reached the Supreme Court in the first

place. In February 2020, the Delhi High Court

passed an order stating that construction plans

would require the court’s approval. This was

stayed by a two-judge bench of the same court.

When this was challenged before a

Khanwilkar-led bench, instead of deciding on

the stay, in a shock move, the court transferred

the entire petition to itself, an order that lawyers

argue violated the constitutional powers of

transfers.

Women’s rights

While Khanwilkar was part of the bench

that allowed menstruating women to enter the

Sabarimala temple in 2018, he changed his

views a year later and said that the Sabarimala

issue should be reconsidered by a larger bench.

His switch was crucial in allowing the referral,

as two other judges from the 2018 bench held

that their decision did not require

reconsideration resulting in a 3:2 split. They

held that there was no new material or any

apparent mistake in the judgment that was

discovered that merited a review.

The order to reconsider the Sabarmila verdict

was heavily criticised on grounds that it

completely defied the law on reviewing

judgments.

Courtesy Scroll.in, 30.7.2022.

The Radical Humanist on Website

‘The Radical Humanist’ is now available at http://www.lohiatoday.com/ on

Periodicals page, thanks to Manohar Ravela who administers the site on Ram

Manohar Lohia, the great socialist leader of India.  –  Mahi Pal Singh
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Harsh Mander: Whatever happened

To Ehsan Jafri on February 28, 2002?
Reconstructing the murder in Ahmedabad of the

politician-poet during the Gujarat riots.

GUJARAT RIOTS:

Harsh Mander

Zakia Jafri

shows a

photograph of

her husband

Ehsan Jafri.

Amit Dave/

Reuters

Ahmedabad, 1969. Nishrin’s earliest memories

are of their house which had been burned by a

terrifying mob. Her father is running desperately

with her wrapped protectively in his arms in pitch

darkness along a railway track near her gutted

home. She is at that time less than five years old.

She remembers the relief camps in a stadium

where they lived for several months under a tent.

She recalls standing in line for her food at the

camps.

Before the 1969 carnage, her father Ehsan

Jafri used to help her grandfather, a doctor, run

his small medical clinic. They lived in a small two-

room house beside the railway line in a Hindu-

majority colony in Ahmedabad called

Chamanpura. In the afternoons he would cycle

to a law college to study to be a lawyer.

Nishrin recalls that her father’s best friend, a

Hindu shopkeeper in their neighbourhood Rama

Seth, grieved to watch their distress in the relief

camp, and insisted that they move in with him

into the small single room behind his shop.

Nishrin’s family set up home once again in that

tiny room with a few German silver utensils and

old clothes that people had donated to them in

the relief camp. They had lost everything. Her

mother’s greatest sense of loss was that the only

pictures she had of her wedding had also burnt

with their first house.

Violence against Muslims recurred sporadically

through the years in Ahmedabad. Gradually most

Muslims shifted to the safety of Muslim ghettos.

But her father Ehsan Jafri refused stubbornly to

seek safety in numbers. ‘Everything I believe in

would lose meaning if I felt I could be safe only

among Muslims,’ he would often declare. Had

he done so, he may still have been alive.

He completed his law studies, set up a

successful law practice, and in a few years

bought a piece of land between the shop and

the railway track. It was here that he

established a housing colony called Gulberg.

He was attracted to socialist ideas, and

formed a union of head-loaders. He joined
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the Congress party, and in 1977 when the

Congress party lost most seats, was elected

to Parliament from Ahmedabad.

Whenever communal riots now broke out, the

residents of Gulberg Society felt assured that they

were safe. This was because the now influential

Ehsan Jafri would call the chief minister and the

head of police each time, and a security picket

would be posted outside their gate. Even in 1985,

during the largest communal conflagration after

1969 – when what began as an anti-reservation

movement spiralled into attacks against Muslims

taking nearly 300 lives – Nishrin recalls looking

through binoculars with her brother from the

terrace of their home at angry mobs with lighted

torches at a far distance. But their colony was

guarded by men in uniform and remained

unharmed.

In 2002, however, Gulberg Society was burnt

down, and its residents slaughtered. Nishrin was

by then married and living in the United States.

The year 2002 was when large parts of Gujarat

were ripped apart by one of the most brutal and

bloody communal massacres since India attained

freedom. Following the death by burning of fifty-

eight Hindus returning from Ayodhya in a train

compartment in a small railway station, Godhra,

a malign tempest of hate violence engulfed twenty

out of the twenty-five districts of Gujarat for

several weeks, persisting in some places for

months, as state authorities did little to stem or

control it.

More than 1000 persons – unofficial estimates

are as high as 2000 – the large majority of whom

were from the minority Muslim community, were

slaughtered. The killings were exceptional for

their soul-numbing brutality and the extensive

ruthless targeting of women and children. Mass

rape, public sexual humiliation of women, and the

battering and burning alive of girls, boys, women

and men, marked those dismal days.

Tens of thousands of homes and small business

establishments – petty shops, wooden carts,

autorickshaws, taxi jeeps, eateries and garages

– were set aflame, and cattle and lifetime savings

looted. This resulted in the long displacement and

enduring pauperisation of more than two lakh

terrified and hapless people. More than half of

these were actively prevented – by fear,

intimidation and social and economic boycott –

from ever returning to their homes, resulting in

their permanent expulsion from the villages and

colonies of their birth. Hundreds of religious

shrines were desecrated and destroyed in this

carnage.

The first major slaughter in the city of

Ahmedabad occurred in the Gulberg Society

where Nishrin’s parents lived in 2002. Even as

the city of Ahmedabad once again was engulfed

in flames of hatred, the residents of Gulberg

Apartments were certain that Ehsan Jafri would

be able to save their lives and homes once again.

But that was not to be.

On 28 February, Jafri was gruesomely

murdered by a feverish mob. Slaughtered along

with him were around seventy women, children

and men who had taken shelter with the man

whom they had believed was influential enough

to save their lives from a colossal armed mob

baying for blood. He was their only hope. But he

was dragged away by the horde, his limbs were

cut off from his body before he was burned. His

family could not even locate his remains. A mass

grave contains what was left of many like him

from Gulberg Society and Naroda Patiya, whose

families could not find even the charred bodies

of their loved ones.

It took fourteen years and an epic, spirited

battle led by Jafri’s valiant ageing widow, Zakia

Jafri, for the courts to pronounce their judgment

about who are guilty for the second largest

slaughter during the carnage that tore through

the state of Gujarat in 2002. Zakia Jafri was firmly

convinced that her husband died because of a

conspiracy that went right to the top of the state

administration, beginning with Chief Minister

Narendra Modi, and including senior ministers,

police officers and leaders of Sangh organisations
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closely associated with the ruling party.

The court, in its judgment running into more

than 1300 pages, disagreed. It did indict eleven

people for the murder, but they were just foot

soldiers. Judge PB Desai was convinced that there

was no conspiracy behind the slaughter, and that

the police and administration did all they could to

control it.

He affirmed that a mob of more than 10,000

people did gather around the tenement building

the morning after fifty-eight people were burned

alive in a train in neighbouring Godhra the earlier

morning. But he concluded that what provoked

the crowd to kill Jafri and other residents of the

building society was Jafri himself, who fired into

the crowd with his licensed rifle. This is what

Chief Minister Modi also had publicly claimed.

Jafri, by the judge’s reckoning, and that of Mr

Modi, was responsible for his own slaughter.

The story that the survivors told the judge over

prolonged hearings in the special court in

Ahmedabad was consistent. Foreboding had set

among the residents of Gulberg Society once

news of the burning of the train compartment in

Godhra on 27 February 2002 filtered in, and the

television screens and newspapers were full of

speeches of rage of leaders of the ruling party

and the Hindu community. The residents of

Gulberg Society were mostly Muslim, with an

odd Parsi home, and they were surrounded by

predominantly Hindu settlements. Recurring

episodes of communal violence in the city in past

decades had altered the city’s demography

steadily. The city came to be uncompromisingly

divided into Hindu and Muslim areas, and Gulberg

was one of the few remaining ‘Muslim’

settlements in the ‘Hindu’ section of the city.

Because a man of Ehsan Jafri’s standing lived

in their midst, the other residents of Gulberg, as

we have seen, were confident that they would

be safe during storms of communal adversity.

He had a hotline to people in authority who had

never let them down in earlier communal attacks.

It was this assurance that calmed them a little as

they observed, with dread, tension mount palpably

in the city. Jafri reassured them that he had applied

in writing for police protection to the nearest

police station, and the police assured him that

they would protect them.

However, their disquiet grew exponentially

when the Vishwa Hindu Parishad called for a

massive statewide bandh the next morning to

protest the deaths on the train – which Chief

Minister Modi and the VHP were convinced was

a deliberate and pre-planned act of Islamist terror.

On the morning after the train burning, activists

of the VHP started forcefully closing down shops,

and raising chilling, aggressive anti-Muslim

slogans. The crowd began to multiply rapidly, and

they beat two Muslim men who ran a cycle shop,

and set fire to some autorickshaws.

Some senior police officers drove to the

site, including, according to some witnesses,

the Commissioner of Police PC Pande. After

they left, the crowd swelled menacingly like

a monsoon flood after a cloudburst. By 1.30

pm it had expanded into 10,000 people,

maybe more, raising furious, threatening

slogans against Muslims. Many of them

were armed. They attacked the homes and

shops of Muslims who lived outside the

boundaries of the society, and their

residents too ran for safety to the colony,

expecting that Jafri would be able to protect

them.

The housing society was bound by tall walls

and its gates were locked, as its residents and

others who had run into it for refuge cowered in

fear within. The incensed crowds surrounded the

colony, and threw burning rags, stones and acid

bombs at the houses in the colony. There were

chemicals in the rags that led to the rapid

spreading of fire. People in the society ran to

Jafri’s home for protection. Many were injured.

They crowded his library and living room, others

went to the first floor where Zakia Jafri also was

hiding.

To breach the thick cement wall topped with
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broken glass that surrounded the housing society,

both at the rear and front walls, men lined up gas

cylinders and exploded these. As the wall fell,

the throng surged into the apartment complex.

Many of them were armed with daggers, swords,

iron pipes, acid bombs as well as petrol and

kerosene cans. Some had firearms. They began

to damage and burn the vehicles parked on the

ground.

The burning rags with incendiary chemicals

also fell inside Mr Jafri’s home, and as the house

started burning, panicky women and men ran

outside where the crowd fell upon them. They

attacked all the people they could find – men,

women and children – and hacked them to pieces,

setting their bodies on fire. Men in the crowd

also reportedly caught some women and girls,

stripped them naked and raped them, and then

killed them and set their bodies on fire.

From morning and through all of this, many

witnesses testified that Jafri desperately kept

calling senior police officers and political leaders,

including reportedly even Chief Minister Modi,

but to no avail. Some claimed on oath that Jafri

said that Mr Modi had answered his call with

abuse. Through the afternoon, as the slaughter

continued, the small contingent of around twenty

police personnel was not further augmented, and

these policepersons did little to intervene and

control the rampaging and murderous crowds. It

was only around 4.30 pm that a larger armed

police contingent arrived, dispersed the mob with

tear gas and firing, and rescued the persons who

were still surviving.

Before this, Jafri had decided that as a last bid

to save those who had taken shelter in his home,

he would go out and personally plead with the

crowd to spare those who had gathered in his

house for protection. Many appealed to him not

to go out as the crowd would not spare him.

Reportedly he still went out, hands folded, begging

the crowd to have mercy, offering that they should

kill him if they must but in return they should spare

the others. Some reports are that he offered the

crowd money in return for safety.

But all of this was to no avail. Men in the

crowd pounced on him. The crowd dragged him

away. All that his son could find of his father

later was one sandal. By the time the police

rescue team arrived, his home and its

surroundings were littered with corpses, several

badly burnt. The bodies of many of the dead

women were naked.

None of the witnesses could describe exactly

what the mob did with Ehsan Jafri except that

even his body or remains could not be located

later among the burned and dismembered corpses

that the police recovered in the aftermath from

the ravaged colony. But a chilling idea of what

could have happened to him emerged from a very

different source.

A daring young journalist, Ashish Khetan, some

five years after the carnage, posed as a writer

sympathetic to the Hindutva cause, and secretly

Aarish Chhabra, @aarishc
This is Ehsan Jafri's house, before

2002 and now. The fear is: this
may soon be a motif for all of

India. Or is it already? Let's hope
hatred stops at some point.
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recorded explosive conversations with many

Hindutva leaders and activists. Among them

were the clandestinely recorded testimonies of

three VHP activists Mangilal Jain, Prahaladji

Asori and Madanlal Raval, who described

graphically the events connected with the

Gulberg killings.

They were triumphant and unrepentant as they

gloated about the massacre to Khetan. These

men ratified to Khetan that Jafri made frantic

calls to police officers and political leaders. But

when nothing worked, they said that Jafri in

desperation opened fire on the mob and injured a

few people. When even this was ineffectual in

controlling the crush of men who had entered

the complex grounds and were attacking and

raping people and throwing burning rags into the

houses, Jafri offered the mob money, pleading

with them to spare him and the other residents

of Gulberg.

At this, according to the men who spoke to

Khetan, the mob demanded that he come out of

the house with the money. He stepped out,

dropped the money on the ground and tried to

rush back. But the mob pounced on him. ‘Five

or six people held him, then someone struck him

with a sword . . . chopped off his hand, then his

legs . . . then everything else . . . after cutting

him to pieces, they put him on the wood they’d

piled and set it on fire . . . burnt him alive . . .’

After murdering Jafri, the mob fell upon the

terrified people hiding in his home, or trying to

flee from it in panic, and slaughtered them and

set them on fire.

Their version confirmed many other parts of

the testimonies survivors gave in court. They said

that VHP and Bajrang Dal activists gathered in

that area in large numbers early that day to

enforce the bandh called by the VHP. Many

activists carried tridents in their belts, and others

also had sticks and daggers in their cars. Some

also carried firearms. They began by setting on

fire a shop owned by a Muslim, and then they

surrounded Gulberg Society, in which Muslim

families lived, and poor Muslims from adjoining

slums had also taken shelter within the compound.

They also confirmed that their men brought gas

cylinders, lined these along the boundary wall at

the front and the rear of the society, and set these

on fire, resulting in loud explosions, breaching the

wall from the front and the rear. Others scaled

the walls with ropes.

Through all of this, the activists told Khetan,

the police not only gave them a free hand, but

also exhorted the rioters to kill Muslims. They

claimed that the police inspector in charge of

Meghaninagar police station, KG Erda, told the

rioters that they had three to four hours to carry

out the killings. The police would do nothing to

restrain them during these hours. It was only

around 4.30 pm that additional police forces came

in and they finally dispersed the mob and rescued

the survivors.

However, special court judge PB Desai chose

to disregard the evidence in the conversations

secretly taped by Tehelka reporter Ashish

Khetan. His reasons are brief. These

conversations with accused persons from the

VHP and Bajrang Dal certainly supported the

theory that there was indeed a plan to collect,

incite and arm the mob to undertake the gruesome

slaughter in the housing colony in Ahmedabad.

The judge admitted that superior courts have

ruled that whereas a person cannot be convicted

exclusively based on evidence collected in such

‘sting operations’, such evidence is certainly

admissible as corroborative proof. But he chose

to disregard this evidence, not because there was

proof that these video recordings were in any

way doctored or false, but simply because the

Special Investigation Team appointed by the

Supreme Court of India chose to ignore this

evidence. Because the investigators did not

pursue this in greater depth, he concluded that

the ‘recordings cannot be relied upon as

trustworthy or substantial evidence and establish

any conspiracy herein’.

After listening to all the statements of the
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witnesses and the accused and the

arguments mustered by the lawyers of the

men accused of the carnage and the

survivors, Judge Desai rejected out of hand

the charge that there was a pre-planned

conspiracy, supported by senior state

leaders and officials and the police, to

slaughter people in Gulberg Society as

collective revenge for the burning alive a

day earlier of Hindu persons in the train

compartment in Godhra.

Instead, he concluded that the gathering of

10,000-15,000 persons, many of them armed, was

the result of a collection of individual decisions

with no collective planning. He also believed that

the police did their duty that day and were in no

way partners in a conspiracy of mass killings,

rape and arson. He also was convinced that this

crowd had no intention of conducting the

massacre, and it was only the provocation of

Ehsan Jafri by firing on the mob that led to an

understandable collective rage in the mob, and it

was this that plunged them into the gruesome

slaughter.

The reason he offered for rejecting the

conspiracy theory is that until 1.30 p.m., the

crowd did gather, and did attack some Muslims

and burn their shops and vehicles, and did throw

stones and burning rags into the houses of the

Society, but they did not actually kill people from

9 a.m., when they began to gather, until 1.30 pm

when the slaughter began. The judge was

convinced by the argument of the defence lawyer

that if the crowd was intent on committing the

massacre, and was assured that the police would

not prevent them, they would have pulled down

the walls and broken into the grounds of the

Society and perpetrated the killings in the morning

itself.

His reasons for rejecting the claim that the

police officers deliberately delayed by several

hours the bringing in of reinforcements and

intervening to disperse the crowds and rescue

the besieged residents of Gulberg Society are

given in one brief paragraph, remarkable for its

terseness in a judgment that runs into over 1300

pages. ‘In my opinion’, the judge said, ‘much

attempts have been made to rake up this issue

time and again . . . and such proceeding have

been found to be without merit by all Courts at

all levels . . . therefore it would be unsafe

[emphasis added] and unfair to have even further

discussion on this aspect. The controversy in my

opinion has been laid to rest and is required to be

given its due burial.’

The judge instead went on to ask why ‘all of a

sudden, things got ugly after 1.30 p.m., as if some

tap was turned on which resulted in a flood of

water and the carnage was perpetrated’? He

felt that from the evidence presented to his court

it is conclusively established that a crowd which

was largely confined to stone throwing and

damaging properties of Muslims ‘suddenly turned

into an ugly mob which indulged in the massacre’

only because they were gravely provoked by the

resort by Ehsan Jafri to ‘private firing’ from his

licensed weapon into the crowd.

The firing is said to have resulted in one death

and fifteen injuries. The judge regretted what he

describes as the selective amnesia of most

survivor witnesses about Jafri’s shooting. He

relied instead entirely on the evidence by police

personnel who were present at the spot who were

unanimous that it was only because of Jafri’s

gunfire that the crowd ‘went out of control’.

Baldly, the learned judge agreed with the

defence lawyer and all the police witnesses, that

the person centrally responsible for the massacre

of Ehsan Jafri and nearly seventy people who

took shelter with him was Ehsan Jafri himself. If

he had not provoked the crowd by shooting into

their midst, the crowd of 10,000-15,000 people

would have dispersed after some acts of arson

and looting. Judge Desai’s conclusion that it was

Jafri’s action that provoked the mob into attacking

him and others in Gulberg Society was supported

by both the SIT and, influentially, Chief Minister

Modi.
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Judge P.B. Desai’s and Mr Modi’s conclusions

about what happened in Gulberg Society on 28

February 2002, resulting in the second-largest toll

among the innumerable episodes of killing, rape

and arson that unfolded on that day and for weeks

thereafter, largely conform to a popular – and I

believe communally highly charged – narrative

about what causes mass communal violence in

the country more generally.

According to this version, it may be true that

Muslims suffer most losses of life and property

and sexual violence in most episodes that are

described as communal riots. But it suggests that

it is Muslims themselves who provoke Hindus

into these acts of bloodshed and arson, by their

own resort to unprovoked violence and perfidy,

against Hindu temples, women and cows, and as

in both Godhra and Gulberg Society, against

basically peace-loving Hindu people.

In the case of the Gulberg massacre, the

learned judge of the special court is prepared to

accept that a crowd of 10,000-15,000 people

spontaneously gathered outside the housing

complex of predominantly Muslim residents. He

is convinced that no one planned the slaughter,

nor did anyone facilitate the killings by arming

the crowd with weapons, daggers, swords, acid

bombs, firearms, cans of petrol and kerosene and

large numbers of cooking gas cylinders. Although

they gathered in such large numbers, and raised

menacing slogans calling for the killing of Muslims,

the judge strangely still concludes that they had

no intention to actually kill Muslims, and only

proposed to set a few properties owned by them

on fire and return to their homes peacefully.

On that day – and in the weeks that

followed – the slaughter and rape of several

hundred Muslim children, women and men

was unfolding across Ahmedabad and indeed

in twenty or more districts of Gujarat. This

is well known. But still Judge Desai was

convinced that the crowd that gathered in

Gulberg was somehow different. They had

no intention to kill or rape. It was, according

to him, only Ehsan Jafri’s shooting at them

that led them, again spontaneously, to

muster and deploy a range of weapons – gas

cylinders, petrol, kerosene and other

inflammable materials – against the housing

society and its residents, for arson, cruel

slaughter and rape.

Judge Desai also concluded that the charge

of grave police complicity in the massacre

deserved ‘due burial’, because of which he does

not need to even consider the merits or the

evidence regarding this charge. Gulberg Society

is located in Chamanpura in central Ahmedabad,

1 kilometre from the police station and 2

kilometres from the office of the commissioner

of police.

This housing complex with mostly Muslim

residents was located in a predominantly Hindu

section of a city in which residence is sharply

divided along communal lines. It is elementary to

even basic policing that at a time of such

communal sensitivity, adequate police forces

should have been deployed in advance to protect

the society.

It is also not disputed that senior police officials,

including disputably Commissioner of Police PC

Pande, visited the location at around 10.30 am,

witnessed the gathering violent crowd, but

although they were accompanied by a striking

force of armed policepersons, this was not

deployed at the spot.

It is also not disputed that the time that elapsed

between when the crowd began to gather at 9

am and the deployment of sufficient forces to

disperse the mob and rescue the survivors at 4.30

pm. was a full eight-and-a-half hours. If sufficient

police forces were deployed in the morning, and

timely curfew declared and imposed at that time,

the crowd could not even have gathered in the

numbers that it did.

If the police action that was undertaken at

4.30 pm had taken place three or four hours

earlier, the lives of most of the seventy people

could have been saved, and the rapes prevented.
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Instead only around twenty-four policepersons

were deployed right until 4.30 pm, and they did

little to prevent the crowds from their marauding.

And it is their statement that Judge Desai chooses

to rely upon while concluding that Jafri was

responsible for inciting the mob into enraged

slaughter.

As a district officer, I have handled major

communal massacres in 1984 and 1989, as well

as studied many communal massacres of recent

decades. I have no doubt that if the police

administration is committed to controlling even

the largest of communal conflagrations, it is

entirely possible for them to accomplish this in a

matter of a few hours. Their failure to do so

reflects either criminal incompetence or, as is

much, much more likely, their criminal and

culpable compliance with political directives from

senior levels to allow the communal bloodletting

to continue.

Judge Desai does what many judges, in courts

and judicial commissions, have done before him:

To accept uncritically the version of the police,

and to turn his face away from the criminal

culpability of the police deploying the device of

deliberate inaction, and the political leadership on

whose command they do this.

The learned judge did not pay any attention to

statements by every survivor witness that Jafri

did call, repeatedly and desperately, numerous

senior police officers and other persons in

authority, including allegedly Chief Minister Modi,

to send in police forces to disperse the crowd

and rescue those against whom the mob had laid

a powerful siege. Senior journalist Kuldip Nayar

in an article affirmed that Jafri even telephoned

him in Delhi, begging him to contact someone in

authority to send in the police or the army to

rescue them.

‘When Jafri was surrounded by the Hindu mob,

he rang me up, seeking my help to rescue him

from the frenzied crowd that surrounded him. I

rang up the Home Ministry in Delhi and told them

about the telephone call. They said they were in

touch with the state government and were

“watching” the situation. As I put down the

telephone, it rang again and Jafri was at the other

end, beseeching me to do something because the

mob was threatening to lynch him. His cry for

help still resounds in my ears.’

The judge ignored evidence that this man in

his seventies did all that was possible within his

power to protect those who believed that his

influence would shield them from the rage of the

mob, including begging them to take his life

instead, and courageously going out to plead and

negotiate with the armed and angry crowd. When

he realised that no one in authority would come

in for their protection, he also did pick up his

licensed fire arm and shoot at the crowd, as a

final vain bid to protect the people for whose

safety he felt personally responsible.

Instead, the judge agreed with the defence

lawyers, the police witnesses, and indeed the SIT

investigation, that Jafri’s final resort to firing was

not a legitimate action – even less one of rare

courage and humanity as he tried single-handedly

to defend the women, children and men who had

sought his protection – but an indefensible act of

the gravest provocation.

In this, he echoed the position taken repeatedly

by Narendra Modi that the killing of Jafri by the

mob violence was only a ‘reaction’ to his ‘action’

of shooting at the mob. In interviews to the press,

Modi said that investigations revealed that the

firing by the Congressman played a pivotal role

in inciting the mob. Asked what could have led

him to open fire, he said it was ‘probably in his

nature’ to do so.

As a Times of India report of one such

interview with Modi puts it, ‘in the case of the

lynching of former Congress MP Ahsan Jaffrey

[sic], he was quick to point out that it was Jaffrey

[sic] who had first fired at the mob. He forgot to

say what a citizen is expected to do when a

menacing mob, which has already slaughtered

many, approaches him and the police has

deliberately not responded to his pleas.’
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It is as though even when they are being

attacked and surrounded by an armed mob

shouting vicious slogans threatening to

murder them, and with acid bombs and

burning rags flung at them, a ‘good Muslim’

victim should do nothing except plead, and

this would ensure that the crowd would not

attack them. I am reminded of the advice of

some religious leaders after the gang rape

of the young physiotherapist called Nirbhaya

in Delhi on 16 December 2012. They said

that if the victim had not offered resistance

to her rapists, and just folded her hands and

called them her brothers, her life would have

been spared.

Ehsan Jafri’s family was devastated by the

court’s judgment, particularly the blame it places

on Ehsan Jafri for his own murder and that of his

neighbours. His son Tanveer Jafri declared in

anguish, ‘This is not only a complete insult to the

life, work and memory of my father, Ehsan Jafri,

who worked and lived among his people, but it

makes a mockery of the sacrifice he gave of his

life to save the life of others. What were the

twenty-four police officers present doing for four

hours, watching the show? The judgment not only

appears to have ignored the violent build-up but

appears to have been standing some of the

evidence on its head. We will soldier on till we

get justice,’ he added.

For fourteen years prior to the judgment his

mother, Jafri’s widow, the ageing Zakia Jafri, had

been preoccupied with little else except this battle

for justice. She attended every court hearing,

refusing even to visit her daughter abroad, or to

rest and move on as so many counselled her to.

She lived with her son Tanveer in Ahmedabad.

Even as her health declined, she refused to give

up on her legal battle. After Judge Desai read

out his judgment, she was disconsolate. ‘My

husband was a good and kind man. I will never

give up my fight for justice, for him and thousands

like him.’

Ehsan Jafri’s library, his house, indeed all the

tenements in this middle- class housing

cooperative in Ahmedabad are still in ruins,

standing forlorn, empty, savaged as they were at

the time of the slaughter. The peeling walls are

black with soot even today, the floors still piled

with rubble and burned remains of people’s

belongings. No one lives here, none of the houses

have been rebuilt or restored. The grounds are

overgrown with weeds, and stray dogs sleep in

the verandas. Within the walls of the six houses

and eighteen flats in Gulberg Society today are

only memories and ghosts. And the secrets of

what indeed transpired there on that fateful day,

28 February 2002.

Nishrin is married and lives in the United

States. She and her children would visit her

parents in Ahmedabad every summer. There is

one memory that her son Tauseef Hussain, now

in his twenties, still cherishes of his grandfather

Ehsan Jafri. They would visit him in Ahmedabad

from his home in the United States during his

summer vacations. He would sit in his

grandfather’s library in the stifling summer heat.

His grandfather – lawyer, poet and politician –

had taped over

the switches

and would

stubbornly not

allow anyone

to turn on the

ceiling fans. He

did not want

the nesting

baby sparrows

who flew

through their

apartment to

hit the fans and

die.

Excerpted with the author’s permission from

Partitions of the Heart: Unmaking the Idea

of India, Harsh Mander, Penguin Random

House.

Courtesy Sroll.in, 20 July 2022.
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By upholding PMLA,
SC puts its stamp on Kafka’s law

The money laundering Act is opaque and draconian, gives state

arbitrary powers over citizens. Now, it has the SC’s approval

Pratap Bhanu Mehta

We should be grateful that the Supreme

Court of India has in Vijay Madanlal

Choudhary and Ors versus Union of India,

which challenged the constitutionality of

certain provisions of the PMLA (Prevention

of Money Laundering Act), laid bare the true

character of the Indian state. Justices A M

Khanwilkar, Dinesh Maheshwari and C T

Ravikumar have once again demonstrated that

the only stare decisis that now matters in the

Supreme Court is that it will be even more

executive minded than the executive. Rather

than being the guardian of rights, the Supreme

Court is now a significant threat to it. This is

a depressing predictability that the Court

brings to Indian jurisprudence.

The PMLA was introduced in 2002,

ostensibly to tackle the problem of money

laundering. It has been subject to several

amendments. Money laundering has become

a matter of international concern and India

has undertaken several international

commitments in this regard. The Court has

ruled that various provisions of this Act that

had been challenged are indeed constitutional.

To see what is at stake in this case, it is

important not just to pay attention to the details

of the Act but to look at the big picture of

the law it conveys.

So imagine a law that is Kafkaesque in its

opacity. An investigation commences against

you. Some vague ground of it is shared with

you, but you are completely in the dark about

the Enforcement Case Report (the analogue

of an FIR). Or, you are summoned and you

do not even know if you are being summoned

as a witness or as an accused. Nor are the

full grounds of arrest shared with you. Now

imagine further that you apply for bail. You

are considered such a threat to the state that

bail cannot be granted without hearing the

prosecution and you are required to prove

your innocence to get bail. Now further

imagine that the definition of crime under this

Act is almost infinitely elastic — what counts

as money laundering crimes include

everything in the kitchen sink. The sovereign

has immense latitude to define what counts

as the relevant crime. It can also in a classic

instance of rule by law change the

presumption of innocence.

Now imagine this law is a complete code

in its own right: The list of crimes included

overrides similar crimes in other parts of the

law. The code has an exceptional procedure

of its own that can trump the safeguards of

the Criminal Code of Procedure. Now

imagine further that the punishments under

this law may potentially be excessively

punitive, in disproportion to the crime. Imagine

further that you have to prove your

innocence. Imagine that the process is the

punishment, where your assets can be seized,

your life turned upside down, till the

proceedings are complete. In theory, the law

provides safeguards against attaching

properties, but those safeguards are weak and

do not allow for even reasonable exceptions

that might be necessary for your dignity or

continuing with your business or livelihood.

Imagine that mere possession of the proceeds

of a crime, without any surrounding
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consideration of how you came to be in

possession of the proceeds, makes it an

offence. Imagine further that the state officials

you are dealing with are not classed as police.

But they, in some respects, have even more

power than the police. You see it cannot be a

police state if the police are not the ones

harassing you.

Now imagine even further that the law itself

has been enacted by dubious means. We do

not determine whether the parliamentary

procedure under which the law was enacted

was itself proper. The subterfuge of a Money

Bill was used. The law may have been

illegally enacted but we let it operate and defer

any discussion of that. What is the Constitution

in the face of money laundering? Imagine

further that the justification of the law is itself

not based on rigorous analysis. It is a product

of what might be called mood affiliation in

two senses. Money laundering is a crime of

the utmost gravity. Like terrorism, it requires

the creation of a state of exception, but now

the state of exception has been made the new

normal. There is no consideration of what

makes for an effective fight against money

laundering. As it happens, the conviction rate

under this law is very low, less than 0.5 per

cent, but we let thousands of cases be

registered, people arrested, and lives turned

upside down. In the context of a low

conviction rate, the argument that the

conditions of bail should be more stringent

seems even more like, “we let the process

punish you”.

You don’t have to imagine any of this. This

is the reality of PMLA.

Now there are two political contexts where

one might cut the Court some slack — it is

merely parroting the zeitgeist. First, the

tragedy of this law is that all parties are

complicit in producing it. No political party in

power seems to want to relinquish arbitrary

powers of the state. The use of the ED,

particularly against political opponents, has

risen exponentially under this government, but

the legal foundations of this were laid by or

not challenged by the previous government.

What makes the public cynical about the law

is the fact that top lawyers who eloquently

argue for civil liberties in Court easily give

their seal of approval to legislation that

threatens basic liberties when their party is

in power. The second is the international

context. Post 9/11, there was concern with

terrorist financing and arguably many

international treaties actually weakened, rather

than strengthened, individual rights protections.

The goal of international treaties is laudable.

But the rhetoric of international treaties is

often used to override domestic rights

safeguards. The state argued less on Indian

constitutional law and more on the rhetoric

of international obligations. It would have been

wonderful if the concern shown for

international obligations also extended to more

progressive aspects of international law. The

worse thing that happens to law is when it

becomes encased in a rhetoric of war, and

judges and lawyers act as if defending

draconian laws was an act of chivalry on

behalf of the nation. All fine distinctions and

caution are thrown to the wind.

The Chief Justice is constantly arguing for

the value of dissent, complaining of media

trials and social media attempts to defame the

judiciary. He is absolutely right. Our Supreme

Court is a marvel only anti-social elements

would defame. Kafka’s novel The Trial is

considered a masterpiece of literature. So

should the judgment in Vijay Madanlal

Choudhary. It lays bare our condition in a

permanent state of exception at the mercy of

an arbitrary and opaque lawgiver.

The writer is Contributing Editor, The

Indian Express

Courtesy The Indioan Express, July 29,

2022.
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Supreme Court Registry: A Law Unto Itself
S.N. Shukla

 When, after retirement from the IAS, I

started filing PILs in the Apex Court in 2004-05

on behalf of our organization Lok Prahari  to take

up very important National or state level issues,

I did not face any difficulty in registration and

listing of cases. Only a few material defects

were pointed out which were removed

personally the same day or next day after the

filing of the matter. The concerned officials were

quite helpful and reasonable and any unresolved

issue at their level was easily sorted out by

meeting the Joint Registrar. The whole exercise

was over without any tension in one/two visits to

the Court in one trip to Delhi. Thereafter, the

matter was usually listed before the Court for first

hearing after 4 weeks, but on personal request it

could be listed even before that.

However, instead of things becoming easier

with experience, over the years, the whole

process of curing of defects and registration of

a fresh matter has become more and more

cumbersome causing increasing headache and

avoidable tension to a senior citizen. It seems that

instead of making things easier for them the SC

Registry now seems to want to discourage

petitioners-in-person filing petitions inconvenient

to central government/judiciary for the reasons

best known to them as would be evident from the

cases described below.

I Registration of fresh matters

        Lok Prahari had filed a PIL writ petition

on 9.9.2021 for effectuation of the provision in

Article 130 of the Constitution for establishment

of regional Benches of the Supreme Court in

Western, Southern and Eastern regions of the

country apart from Delhi. Only after

 repeated requests and complaint dated

29.9.2021 to the Secretary General, after a

month, the Branch vide SMS dated

8.10.2021 simply informed that our case filed

online had been given Diary No 24676/2021

without any mention about defects in it.

Significantly, in response to a RTI query the

CPIO of the Supreme Court informed that “The

timeline to diarise, check and mark the defects

in fresh matters is not specified”. However,

after ascertaining the defects from the Case

Status compliance report was sent on 16.10.2021

by email with the request that, in view of it, the

defects be treated as cured and the matter

registered at the earliest. Again after repeated

requests to Registrar (Filing) and Secretary

General a telephonic query was made by the

Branch on 8.11.2021as to the need for making

the Hon’ble Chief Justice of India a party in the

matter, to which the   reply was sent by email

the same day saying , inter alia, that (i) The  Chief

Justice is a necessary party in the matter since

the relief prayed for in the matter for

implementation of Article 130 can be provided

only by his Lordship  and nobody else, (ii) The

proposal for approval of the President under

Article 130 has to be moved by the Chief Justice

.That is why a request for this purpose was made

to him on the administrative side vide

representation dated 15.6.2021 before filing the

writ petition, and (iii) In a similar matter WP (Cr.)

No.540/1986 reported in (1986) 4 SCC 767 the

Hon’ble Chief Justice of India was the First Party.

There has been no change since then in the

constitutional position which exempts only the

President and the Governors during their

tenure.

      In view of the position stated above, there

should have been no difficulty in  registration  due

to the Chief Justice of India being made a party

to it as per the requirement of the law and the

nature of the case as was done earlier also. But

the matter has remained unregistered  on a

totally false and untenable pretext of not

curing the defects, prima facie against the

record, even without any communication as
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to why the defects could not be treated as

cured and what more exactly needs to be

done. The Case Status shows it as ‘Matters not

refiled after 90 days’ even though the default

evidently has been on the part of the Branch,

and not the petitioner as wrongly sought to be

made out, in not informing the decision on the

curing of defects despite repeated requests.

In another PIL (Diary No. 9953/2022) for

issuing a writ of Quo Warranto against Mr.

Koshyari, Governor of Maharashtra and Mr. Ajay

Mishra ,Union Minister of State for Home, the

following clarification was sent vide email dated

1.4.2022  for the defects intimated by Branch by

SMS dated 31.3.2022  about their being made

parties to the writ petition as Respondents Nos.

4 & 5 along with Prime Minister  and Speaker

of Lok Sabha (Respondents Nos.2 & 3)-

i. Respondent No. 4 has been made a

party because he is a necessary party since

prayer for issue of a writ of Quo warranto against

him has been made in the writ petition. The

protection under Article 361(1) is not available to

him since violation of the oath taken by him under

Article 159 of the Constitution before entering

the office of Governor cannot be said to be

done in exercise and performance of the

powers and duties of his office. Likewise,

clause (4) of the said Article is also not applicable

as the acts done by him complained of for issuing

the said writ were done by him in his official

capacity and NOT in his personal capacity.

ii. The respondent No.5 is NOT a private

person, but is a Union Minister of State. He has

been made a party by name because a writ of

Quo Warranto has been prayed for against him

also for violation of the oath taken by him as

Minister under Article 75(4) of the Constitution.

iii. The Prime Minister and Speaker  have been

made party because they have failed to act in this

matter, necessitating intervention of the Hon’ble

Court and, as such, are necessary party for

answering the averments in the writ petition

against them.

     Thereafter there was a phone call from the

Branch on 4.4.20222 for deleting Respondent No.

4,  when it was replied that  position about it had 

already been explained in detail in email dated

1.4.2022. This was followed up by email dated

7.4.2022 pointing out that, significantly, the

Branch did not indicate as to why the explanation

given in the earlier email  was not tenable. Hence,

it was requested that the defects may please be

treated as cured and the matter registered and

listed before the Hon’ble Court at our risk.

However, it has remained unregistered. In the

Case Status it is shown as ‘Cases under Defect

List valid for 90 days’ even though despite

repeated requests the Branch did not indicate

as to why the clarification in respect of the

defects is not acceptable and what more is

required to cure them.

   In  both these matters, for some inexplicable

reason, there has been no response from the

Branch which has maintained stoic silence

about the replies given in respect of the

defects raised by it despite repeated requests

to the Registrar (Filing), Secretary General and

even the Chief Justice .We leave it to the SC AoR

Association and legal luminaries to consider

whether non-registration of these important PILs

for no valid reason , despite the attention of the

CJI being drawn to the apparent highhandedness

of the Registry, was justified and should remain

unnoticed and unremedied  by the Court  itself

even when letter petitions are entertained and

matters are listed and heard even before being

registered.

II Listing of Pending Matters

    This recent dubious trend of the Registry

is not confined only to registration of fresh

matters. It   also extends to listing of cases/IAs

to the extent that it makes the computerised

system of listing a meaningless farcical eye

wash. While in the Case Status in the website

of the Court cases are repeatedly shown as likely

to be listed on various dates, thanks to some

hidden hand   mysteriously described as ‘the
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Competent Authority’ they do not figure in the

Cause List for years. This makes a mockery of

the computerised system of listing and amounts

to fooling the litigants. Some examples of such

cases are given below-

1.  SLP ( C) No.973/2013  filed on 21.12.2012

against the judgment of Allahabad High Court

exonerating Ms. Mayawati in Memorials

construction scam has remained  unlisted  for

motion hearing  for four and a half years since

22.11.2017.

2.  SLP ( C) No. 21614/2014, concerning

enforcement of Rule 3 of  UP Conduct of

Business Rules  mandating signing of files by the

Chief Minister to obviate possibility of evading

responsibility for the decisions taken by him has

remained unlisted for final disposal for three

and a half years despite order dated 16.11.2018

to list it after 2 weeks.

3. The Contempt Petition ( C) No. 93 of 2017

was ordered  on 5.8.2020 to be listed in

September 2020, but was not listed  even in

September 2021and continues to remain unlisted.

4.  PIL WP (C)  No.1236/2019-  for using

Article 224-A of the Constitution to utilize

services of retired judges  to tide over chronic

shortage of judges in High Courts  has remained

unlisted  despite  the Court’s own order dated

20.4.2021 saying “In view of the requirements

of a continuous mandamus to see how a

beginning has been made, list after four

months calling upon the Ministry of Justice

to file a report in respect of the progress

made” and repeated requests to the Registrar,

Secretary General and even  Master of Roster -

Chief Justice of India. Not only this, the two

Interlocutory Applications filed on 29.6.2021 for

modification of the order dated 20.4.2021 and for

further relief regarding utilization of Article 128

to augment  working strength of the Apex Court

have also remained unheard    due to non-listing

of the main matter.

5.  PIL WP (C)  No.1096/2020 challenging the

validity of paras 4 & 6 of the Tenth Schedule of

the Constitution  was ordered on 18.2.2021 to

be listed after 2 weeks. But it has remained

unlisted despite mentioning application and

repeated requests upto CJI even though the

validity of  recent defections by Shinde group

in Maharashtra hinges on the validity of para 4

of the Tenth Schedule.

6.  On PIL WP (C)  No.1141/2020  challenging

the validity of Rule 39-AA of the Conduct of

Election Rules , 1961 notice was issued on

16.11.2020. Thereafter, it has remained unlisted

despite two mentioning applications and more

than 20 emails to various authorities lastly on

28.5.2022 to the CJI and Master of Roster. The

persistent inaction on the part of the Registry

despite non filing of response by the

respondents for more than a year and a

half in this very important constitutional matter 

has allowed elections to Rajya Sabha  to be

held under  a patently unconstitutional Rule

due to the application for interim relief filed with

the Writ Petition  also remaining unheard. Those

elected to Rajya Sabha meanwhile should be

grateful to the Registry for this favour to them.

III Listing of Interlocutory Applications

in Pending Matters

 The fate of the Interlocutory Applications in

pending matters has been no different as will be

evident from the following cases-

1.. Lok Prahari’s IA No 77008/2020 filed on

14.8.2020  for implementation of more than 25

years old repeated directions of the Apex

Court itself  in WP (C) No. 1022/1989  for

creation of All India Judicial Service, evidently

necessary for improving the quality of not only

the subordinate judiciary but also the higher

judiciary elevated from it, has been pending for

listing for the last two years despite the main

matter having been listed several times, ignoring

the statements of  the Union  Minister for Law

& Justice favouring the proposal and the  Chief

Justice of India himself that “Without robust

justice delivery system at the grassroots level,

we cannot imagine a healthy judiciary.”
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2.. Lok Prahari’s application  (IA No. 3/2015)

in Contempt Petition (C) No.235/2014 for

vacation of  blanket stay order dated 6.5.2014

staying the entire Rule 7 of the IPS (Cadre ) Rules

( which was amended in 2014 to provide security

of tenure to them as per directions of the Apex

Court itself in the cases of  Police Reforms by

Mr. Prakash Singh  and late Cabinet Secretary

TSR Subramanian & ors) has remained

unheard for  7 years despite repeated requests,

mentioning application and even being  brought

to the notice of the CJI after sordid Sachin Waze

episode in Maharashtra . Consequently, the IPS

officers have become totally demoralized and

subservient to the politicians of the ruling

party in the state and have lost their control

over the state police. No improvement in the

present situation is possible unless the said

blanket stay order is vacated/ modified without

any further delay. Despite this, the reluctance to

hear the IA is beyond comprehension.

IV Listing of fresh matters

     To cap it all, even important/urgent fresh

matters have remained unlisted for months

together and even more than a year for no

apparent reason. These are detailed below.

1.PIL WP (C) No. 1361 of 2020 for taking care

of a glaring  and admitted serious lacuna in our

Constitution  by having  in place a transparent and

objective procedure for ensuring appointment of

only the best and, most importantly, politically

neutral eminent persons on high constitutional

positions was registered on 28.11.2020. It was

listed on 23.3.2021for first hearing, but was not

taken up and has remained unlisted thereafter for

the last 20 months despite repeated requests to

various authorities.

2. PIL WP (C) No. 679 of 2021was filed to

challenge the Constitutional validity of Sections

8  and   9 of the Representation of the People

Act, 1951  in so far as these limit the period of

disqualification/further disqualification to only 6

years from the date of conviction/ release of the

convicted legislator  and 5 years from the date

of dismissal, and  Section 11 of the Act which

empowers the Election Commission to remove/

reduce the period of disqualification. However,

it has remained unlisted for the last one year

after its registration on 25.6.2021.

3. Contempt Petition (C) No. 486 of 2021

against the then Secretary, Legislative

Department  in GoI, Mr. Anoop Kumar

Mendiratta  for non-compliance of directions  in

the judgment on Lok Prahari’s PIL WP (C) No.

784 of 2015 was registered on 24.8.2021,but it

has remained unlisted  so far. Meanwhile the

alleged contemnor has been elevated as a judge

in Delhi High Court. Interestingly, in response to

an RTI query, the CPIO of the Supreme Court

has informed that complaint  from the President

of Lok Prahari to the  Chief Justice of India

regarding  his appointment  as a High Court Judge

due to non-listing of contempt petition against him

for months together “stands filed as per verbal

direction of the Competent Authority “and  that

“no file noting   exists therefor.” Such a reply

evidently sets a very bad example for other pubic

authorities for very conveniently  brushing under

the carpet public complaints by adopting this

unique novel paperless method of disposal of

even grave complaints without any action thereon

followed in the highest court  contrary to the

purpose of the RTI Act to ensure transparency

and accountability at all levels. Not only this, on

the application for impleadment of his successor

as opposite party no.2 filed on 4.05.2022 in the

said petition the Branch made a totally

unwarranted and apparently loaded query  as to

“whether you wish to substitute the alleged sole

contemnor with the proposed contemnor or want

to add the proposed contemnor no 2 in the

contempt petition”.

The matter remains unlisted despite pointing

out on 14.5.2022 that the application itself was

clearly titled as application for impleadment and

NOT for substitution and the prayer in it was

to add the incumbent officer as O.P. No. 2.

( To be Contd....on Page - 40)
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Dr. Radhika Jagtap

Is Market Driven Education Reproducing
Alienation? Re-reading Marx on Human Nature

Although Karl Marx and Frederich Engels

wrote very little on education, educational

implications have been deconstructed by many.

In spirit, Marxists believe that education can both

reproduce and have the potential to undermine

capitalist structures (Bowles and Ginits 1976).

However, there is one significant aspect of Marx’s

earliest articulations that critically informs us

about the present state of education, globally as

well as locally in countries like India and that is

his work on “human nature” and alienation of an

individual. It becomes rather interesting question

whether education continues to be a fundamental

facet of human disposition and a human right in

a post truth society or has it become a commodity

and a tradable service. Have the mounting

attempts of regulating various aspects of

education through the market forces had any

impacts on the individual? Has it not contributed

to their alienation from work, nature and their

society as a collective?

Gattungswesen?- Alienating Educational

Framework

Gattungswesen- the German term for

“species’ essence” comprises all of an individual’s

innate potentials. It explains Marx’s one of the

four articulations about forms of alienation.

Capitalism takes away ‘Gattungswesen’ or the

essence of being human (Marx 1845). The

individual’s labour is forced and coerced. The

kind of work that the individual is made to do has

no correlation with their interests or passion. The

generated wealth by the worker is owned by the

bourgeoisie and it is driven by profit maximization.

This leads to the strengthening of classes in

society which hinders the individual’s ability to

determine their actions.

The concept informs very well on work

relations in modern day society as well, where

individual is at a threat of losing identity and

consciousness due to

the daily course of

alienating work. In his

1961 essay on the

same subject, German

sociologist and

psychoanalyst Eric

Fromm notes that

according Marx,

“laboris the

expression of human

life and through laborindividual’s relationship to

nature is changed, hence through laborindividual

changes themselves” (Fromm, 1961: 13). Further,

“it is not the consciousness of individuals that

determines their social being, but, on the contrary,

their social being that determines their

consciousness” (Ibid). It is contended here that

commodification of education replaces education

from being a social value to being a private good

which ultimately leaves an individual perceiving

it through labour relations. What one retains is

not something that stays with the individual, but

is separated from them and added to the capital.

In the process, the individual is alienated from

their Gattungswesen. Marx’s conception of

alienation, as per commentators, translates as one

‘where the job does not serve the intrinsic need

of the human being to promote the mutual survival

and well-being of the species, in short, the job

has no real purpose’. It is like navigating through

the world passively. It is the perversion of labor

into forced, alienated, meaningless labor, which

causes the transformation of individual into a

“crippled monstrosity” (Ibid:33).

Education as a value or a fundamental

component of human disposition has arguably

been understood as a human right. But the manner

in which the right is demonstrated to be realised

could change the very fabric of this
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understanding. Quite a few studies have

confirmed that private players in the form of

educational institutions have furthered exploitation

and increased the gap between marginalised

sections of the society and its accessibility (Ravi

2015; Anand 2015).

Resistance against the “Dying of the

Light”

Anti-privatisation movements in education

have, besides challenging the rapid

commercialisation of education at various levels,

also proposed a “rethinking of methodologies and

teaching pedagogy” as forms of counter

resistance. Post 2016 many public institutions in

India observed agitations and continue to be in

resistance to the drastic hikes in the otherwise

subsidised fees, seat cuts and curtailment of

student friendly policies. These movements have

always tried to highlight the significance of

education being a social right ensured and

guaranteed by government. Inclusivity as an

outcome of education being free and a right

instead of a buyable commodity has been a

central argument of most of the campaigns.

Sociologist Avijit Pathak writes that where there

are fancy private universities and all sorts of

institutes of technology and management; and

where teachers are seen as mere ‘service

providers’ and students as ‘consumers’, education

becomes a mere utilitarian/instrumental

transaction (Pathak 2019). In her book “Reign

of Error: The Hoax of the Privatization Movement

and the Danger to America’s Public Schools,”

Diane Ravitch explores the major issues of

privatization, and creates a manifesto for the many

anti-privatization activists and bloggers (Ravitch

2013). Private education, as per Ravitch,

“undermines the sense of collective responsibility

for collective needs. It hurts public education not

only by attacking its effectiveness and legitimacy

but by laying claim to its revenues. The money

allocated to privately managed charters and

vouchers represents a transfer of critical public

resources to the private sector, causing the public

schools to suffer budget cuts and loss of staffing

and services as the private sector grows, without

providing better education or better outcomes for

the students who transfer to the private-sector

schools” (Ibid).

Global Forces and Fate of Education

The argument regarding the diminishing of

education as a right and the anxiety towards its

obvious commercialisation do not exist in a

vacuum or without a propelling top-down effect

of the global market operations. The General

Agreement on Trade in Services or GATS

governs the trade relations among members in

tradable services. The 2016 Nairobi ministerial

conference of the WTO was significant as it

rekindled the discussions on “education services”

as listed under the GATS and prospective

commitments by member countries. India if it

ever scheduled commitment to the same, it would

be a legal and binding obligation to provide

unrestricted market access to private as well as

foreign entities in terms of trading in educational

services. Considering that India’s education

sector is classified into five subsectors: primary

education, secondary education, higher education,

adult education (technical and/or professional or

vocational education), and ‘other education’, the

sector could be altered in its entirety. While India

has still not officially scheduled its commitment,

there is a clear apprehension in the Governmental

approach towards education as a tradable service

is indeed developing. The New Education Policy

adopted in 2020 provides for foreign universities

to be given special dispensation regarding

regulatory, governance and content norms on par

with other autonomous education institutions in

India. It may or may not be a coincidence but

post 2016 the resistance to the privatisation of

education from various student movements,

especially from public university campuses have

met with immense pro establishment criticism.

This was followed by fee hikes in various

government funded universities and a subtle

discursive battles of de-legitimising student
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unionism and political capacities.

A Challenge to Critical Thinking

Higher education and University level

disciplines as today are segregated in extremely

specialised, streamlined courses that have

specific professional course outcomes and

targets. Students are made to groom themselves

in a homogenised idea of what their future in

their industry must look like. To execute such

grooming there are precise and detailed

requirements that they must undergo, amass

various certificates and achieve a certain target

at the end of the day. The academic and critical

thinking falls much back and is unfortunately

limited to the formality of examinations and

scoring.

For instance, the degree courses in Law have

become quite reorganised. The law schools in

their curriculums have been focussing on

intense disciplinarian and industry professional

attitudes for the grooming of lawyers. That being

said, national or private, law schools are

desperately striving to lead their markets, bag

maximum funds and enrolment numbers and

ultimately to stay relevant. There is an unnerving

proliferation in courses, diploma programmes,

etc. to appeal to the consumer characteristics

of the industry.

Advanced research and studies are becoming

endeavours initiated out of criteria fulfilments

and less from place of passion and

inquisitiveness. In a recent perspective shared

by N. Manoharan, publishing of ideas and

research have been mostly out of the motivations

for performance appraisals in academia or

boosting the API scores alone. These scores

are important but the pressures surrounding its

quest can be excruciating.

Alienating Educational Framework and

Mental Health

The results of a study published in the

Cambridge Journal of Education recently state

that found that Private education doesn’t lead

to a good mental health. It found that those who

went to a private school in England were no

happier with their lives in their early 20s than

their state educated peers (ANI 2022). In words

of Pathak, private institutions have a lost sense

of communion and dialogue. And this sort of

education can by no means be emancipatory; it

is inherently non-democratic, conservative and

status quoist (Pathak 2019). There is arguably

lesser regard for students’ and employees’

mental health and wellbeing in private spaces.

Amidst dominant conformist culture and target-

oriented environment in the name of knowledge

production, individual tends to find himself

disconnected to the passion for and the very

idea of education and in words of Marx, “does

not fulfil himself in his work but denies himself,

has a feeling of misery rather than well-being,

does not develop freely his mental and physical

energies but is physically exhausted and mentally

debased. The worker therefore feels himself at

home only during his leisure time, whereas at

work he feels homeless (Marx 1844: 98).

Conclusion

At the outset, private actors in the education

sector promised cutting edge quality and variety

of options that could fill the gaps in what was

offered by funded public institutions. But in

extreme neo liberal phase and through post truth

times, these same actors contributed majorly in

reproducing inequality and unaffordability.

Because the commercialising process is

separating “thinking” from the individual and

turning it into a labour that needs to be delivered,

individual is detached from “wondering”,

“pondering” and perhaps, “conceptualising” for

the purpose of social creation, but is now bound

to comply with the mechanical requirements of

the sector.  To read the existential impacts of

market driven education framework on the

individual and society through the lens of Marx’s

conception is quite an obvious thing to do but

under its sub-arguments, there aren’t many

literature sources that point out at variables like

mental health, critical thinking, homogenising of
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cultures or resistance movements. One way to

challenge the alienation caused by

commercialising forces could be through

documenting and discussing about it. The above

contentions were only small steps in that

direction.
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    Such inordinate unusual delays in the registration and listing of fresh  and pending  matters

of great constitutional and public importance  impinging on the proper functioning and future

of democracy, and consequently governance of the  country,  speak for themselves and are

clearly against the well settled principle that public good should prevail over private interests

and the law laid down by the Apex court itself that genuine PILs should be disposed

of on priority. These cases not only point to the absence of any rational and transparent

system for listing of cases, but are also indicative of apparent bias towards the petitioner

organisation since not one of its matters and IAs has been listed in the last 15 months

while petitions of some chosen local petitioners-in-persons have been repeatedly listed.

This cannot be a mere coincidence. It is difficult to imagine, much less believe, that all this

has had the approval of the Chief Justice who is the Master of Roster. Apparently, either he

has been kept in the dark or  was misled in respect of the emails and even complaints sent

to him in this regard. However, whosoever is responsible for it has overlooked that it is the

Constitution and the Rule of Law and, consequently the Nation and ‘We the People’, and

NOT the petitioner organisation, who have suffered due to such apparently highhanded and

vindictive dispensation not expected from the Registry of the highest court of the country

contrary to its logo.

S.N.  Shukla is I.A.S.(retd.) Advocate; General Secretary, Lok Prahari.

Supreme Court Registry: A Law...
Contd. from page -  (36)
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 PUCL condemns the attack on

Salman Rushdie!

PUCL strongly condemns the brutal targeted

attack on noted author of Indian origin, Salman

Rushdie on August 13, 2022 in a literary event

in the US by the attacker identified as Hadi

Matar. It is reported that the author has

suffered serious injuries to  arm and liver’ and

is in danger of losing his eyesight in one eye. .

 Though Salman Rushdie is now a British

citizen he was famously one of India’s

‘Midnights’ Children’ born within a few

weeks of India’s independence in August of

1947.  Apart from writing the  fictional

narrative of a nation post-independence

through the eyes of its narrator, Saleem Sinai,

in ‘Midnight’s Children’, he also wrote the

book ‘Satanic Verses” which was banned in

India in 1988 and earned him a fatwa

condemning him to death by Ayatollah

Khomeini of Iran.

The PUCL stands for freedom of speech

and expression guaranteed in the Indian

Constitution and hence opposed the ban on his

book. PUCL also demanded that the Rajiv

Gandhi Government withdraw the ban. When

Prof Mushirul Hasan was attacked as the Vice

Chancellor of Jamia for saying that he believed

in freedom of speech and expression, PUCL

stood with him. We continue to demand that

the ban be withdrawn.   

Throughout his life and in his works, Rushdie

has stood for the  right to artistic expression

and for the right to speak truth to power and

the right to offend, shock and disturb. As he

puts it, ‘nobody has the right to not be offended.

That right doesn’t exist in any declaration I

Press Release: PEOPLE’S UNION FOR CIVIL LIBERTIES
( 14th August, 2022)

Salman Rushdie: “An inspirational leader
of persecuted writers and journalists”

have ever read.’ 

The PUCL asserts the  right of the artist to

speak truth to power.  Any kind of social

change is premised on this right to free speech

and opinion, which encompasses in itself the

right to dissent, criticise and express freely

without fear or intimidation. In Dr. Babasaheb

Ambedkar’s own words in the ‘Annihilation

of Caste’, ‘The world owes much to rebels

who would dare to argue in the face of the

pontiff and insist that he is not infallible.’

Rushdie has also been a defender of

heterogeneity, diversity and difference and

opposed to a monoculture of the mind. He is a

defender of the ‘imaginary homelands’ of

literature and says that ,‘It has always been a

shock to me to meet people for whom books

simply do not matter, and people who are

scornful of the act of reading, let alone writing.

It is perhaps always astonishing to learn that

your beloved is not as attractive to others as

she is to you.’ In his view, literature represented

the multiplicity and diversity which was the

characteristic of plural societies.

In his book of essays titled ‘Imaginary

Homelands’, he says that, ‘I come from

Bombay, and from a Muslim family, too. ‘My’

India has always been based on ideas of

multiplicity, pluralism, hybridity: ideas to which

the ideologies of the communalists are

diametrically opposed. To my mind, the defining

image of India is the crowd, and a crowd is by

its very nature superabundant, heterogeneous,

many things at once. But the India of the

communalists is none of these things.’

Salman Rushdie was a critic of orthodoxies

and  fundamentalisms of all stripes and hues
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and the attack on him needs to be condemned

strongly. At the same time we would like to

point out that that despite his known

vulnerability, adequate security / police

protection was not provided at the time of his

attack. This is a serious breach of security for

a person who has for over 3 decades been

leading a reclusive life because of the threat

by fundamentalist forces opposing his works.

The threat and attacks on writers and

creative artistes for expressing their freedom

of expression and writing on social and cultural

issues questioning majoritarian and divisive

discourse and politics is now seen worldwide,

as also in India. The global human rights

movement should take the lead not just to

challenge such unacceptable attacks on

writers, singers and cultural artistes but also

put pressure on the UN system and national

governments to implement the fundamental

freedoms promised under the UDHR,

ICCCPR, ICESCR and other international

instruments proactively and not wait for an

attack to respond.  In the context of Salman

Rushdie, PUCL urges that efforts be made to

demand the withdrawal of the fatwa issued

against him and to protect him from future

attacks.

The PUCL wishes the author a speedy

recovery from this latest and most brutal

assault.

Dr. V. Suresh, Gen. Secretary, PUCL; Ravi

Kiran Jain ,  President, PUCL. Kavita

Srivastava, National Secretary, PUCL.

Dr. Narisetti Innaiah with literary
personalities and great thinkers

Rare unique historical photo. AGk Avula Gopala Krishna Murthy addressing at the

Atheist Center, Vijayawada 1970. (Front Row) Sitting Gora. Malladi Ramamurthy.

Behind them Narisetti Innaiah
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